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REPRESENTATIONS OF COMPACT GROUPS
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DAVID GURARIE

ABSTRACT. Let a compact group U act by automorphisms of a commutative

regular and Wiener Banach algebra A. We study representations Ru of U

on quotient spaces A/I(üj), where u> is an orbit of U in the Gelfand space

X of A and L(uj) is the minimal closed ideal with hull w C X. The main

result of the paper is: if A = AP(X) is a weighted Fourier algebra on a LCA

group X = A with a subpolynomial weight p on A, and U acts by affine

transformations on X, then for any orbit w C X the representation Ru has

finite multiplicity. Precisely, the multiplicity of tc £ U in Rw is estimated as

k(tc; Rw) < c ■ deg(7r) W € U with a constant c depending on A and p.

Applications of this result are given to topologically irreducible represen-

tations of motion groups and primary ideals of invariant subalgebras.

Introduction. Let (A,U) be a pair of commutative Banach algebra A and a

compact group U acting by automorphisms on A. We shall always assume that A

is regular and Wiener (Tauberian) on its Gelfand space X = A (see [11, Chapter

10]), and the representation a —► au (a E A) of U on A is strongly continuous.

There are two other algebras associated with any such pair: the crossed product,

or generalized (twisted) L^algebra L = £(U; A) and the subalgebra of [/-invariants,

Z = AU.
Algebras £ = i(U;A) naturally appear in the study of group extensions [1,

13]. Namely, if a locally compact group G = A xi U is a semidirect product of

a normal subgroup A and a subgroup U acting on A by automorphisms, then the

group algebra Ll(G) is isomorphic to the crossed product C(U;L1(A)). In some

cases (for instance, if U is compact) more general weighted group algebras Lp(G)

can also be realized as crossed products, Lp(G) ~ £(U;Lpl(A)), where p' = p \ A

(see [10]).

For abelian groups A and compact groups U semidirect products G = A x

U are called motion groups. Correspondingly, crossed products L = Z(U,A) of

commutative Banach algebras A by compact groups U were called motion algebras

in [14].

In harmonic analysis of motion algebras £ and subalgebras Z = Au an important

role is played by U-invariant ideals of A (i.e., Iu = I, Vu G U). Thus in many cases
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[/-invariant ideals of A are in 1-1 correspondence with ideals of Z. On the other

hand, each invariant ideal Z gives rise to the ideal M = Z(U;I) of the crossed

product Z-

Obviously, the hull (or spectrum) a(I) of a [/-invariant ideal Z C A is a closed

subset invariant under the dual action of U on X. Conversely, to any [/-invariant

closed subset A c X there correspond two [/-invariant ideals of A, 1(A) the mini-

mal ideal with the hull A and J(A) the maximal.

We shall be mainly concerned with ideals J(w) and I(w) which correspond to

smallest possible hulls w C X, i.e., orbits of the group U in X. To any such w we

attach a representation Ru of the group U on the quotient space A/I(<jj).

Following [10] we consider the condition that Ru is a representation of finite

multiplicity (FM), which means that each irreducible tc E U occurs in RM with a

finite multiplicity

k(ic;RbJ)< co    VttGl/.

We also introduce a stronger condition

(R) k(ic; R») < cd(ic)    Vtt G Û

with some constant c > 0. Here ci(7r) denotes the degree of tc. In other words the

representation ZZW is "bounded" by a finite multiple of the regular representation.

The representation R" (precisely, the constant c = c(w)) can serve as the measure

of the defect of spectral synthesis for Z(w).

Another measure of the defect of spectral synthesis is given by the so-called

m-synthesizibility condition

(S) ^(w)m = riu)   f°r some m = m(u>) < oo.

Notice that in the case of the trivial action of U on X, i.e., one-point orbits

uCl, both conditions reduce to a generalized form of Ditkin's property,

(F) dimA/I(x) < oo    for any minimal primary ideal I(x).

Conditions (S) and (R) were used in [14 and 10] in the study of ideals and

representations of motion algebras. In particular one of the results [14] states:

if A is a "-algebra and a pair (A,U) satisfies (S), then the only prime ideals of

the motion algebra Z = Z(U;A) are '-primitive ideals (i.e., kernels of irreducible

'-representations of £,).

An interesting class of prime ideals are kernels of topologically irreducible Banach

representations of £.. The results of [14] imply in particular that any topologically

irreducible representation T of a motion algebra Z satisfying property (S)Nfactors

through a representation of the quotient algebra Z/M, where M is a '-primitive

ideal. Since quotients Z/M of motion algebras Z have sufficiently "nice" structure

e.g., Z/M possesses "enough small idempotents" (cf. [4, 7]) one can derive many

nice properties of T. Namely [10], any topologically irreducible representation T

of Z is completely irreducible, T has an algebraically irreducible dense restriction,

T is Naimark-equivalent to an irreducible '-representation, etc.

In [10] we proved the last three statements also for motion algebras Z = Z(U; A)

with pairs (A,U) having finitely multiplied representations Z2W.

The following examples illustrate the nature of representations Ru and properties

(R) and (S).
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EXAMPLE 1. Let I(u) = J(u). In terms of harmonic analysis this means that

w is a set of spectral synthesis.

Obviously, property (S) holds with m = 1.

The Gelfand homomorphism identifies A/I(u) with a subspace of the space of

continuous function C(u). So Z2W turns out to be a subrepresentation of the regular

representation R of U on the homogeneous space u ~ UX\U (U modulo the stabi-

lizer of a point x Eu). The representation R is induced by the trivial representation

1 of Ux, R = Indy (1). By the well-known Frobenius reciprocity theorem, for any

tc EU the multiplicity of tc in R,

k(Tc;R) = k(n\Ux;l) < cí(tt).

Then of course,

(1) k(Tc;Ru¡) <k(Tc;R) < d(ic)    Vtt G (7,

i.e., R" is finitely multiplied.

EXAMPLE 2 (N. VAROPOULOS [24]). Let A = Z^R"), and let U = SO(n)

act on A by the change of variable

u: f(x) -* f(xu)        (xERn;uEU).

Here orbits u C R" are spheres of radius r > 0. For any nonzero u the minimal

ideal I(u) ^ J(u) unless n = 2.

According to [24], there exists a decreasing chain of [/-invariant ideals,

J(u) = Jx(u) D J2(u) D • • • D Jm{u) = I(u)        (m = [(n + l)/2]),

s.t. Jk{u) = J(u)k.

Thus property (S) holds with m = [(n + l)/2]. Moreover, it can be derived

from [24] that the representation Ru is equivalent to a multiple of the regular

representation R of U on u, namely,

Äw~Ä®[(n + l)/2].

Since in this case the multiplicities of R are well known (fc(7r; R) = 1 or 0) we

get

(2) k(Tc;R")<m=[(n+l)/2]    Vtt G Û.

This implies property (R) for all pairs (L1(Rn),SO(n)).

EXAMPLE 3. Let A = Cm(Rn) be the algebra of m-smooth functions on Rn (or

more general on a smooth manifold X) with the usual sequence of m-seminorms

\\f\\m,Q =    £    \\d"f\\L-(Q)-
\u\<m

Here v — (yx,..., vn) is a multi-index, H = i^i +-Y vn, du the corresponding

partial derivative and Q runs over all compact subsets of Rn. We assume that a

compact group U acts smoothly on R™ and consider an orbit u C Rn. The minimal

ideal I(u) of Cm(Rn) is characterized by the well-known Whitney's Theorem [26]

(3) I(u) = {fE Cm(Rn) | (d"f)(x) = 0 Vx G u, |i/| < m}.

Equality (3) holds for any closed subset u C Rn and in terms of harmonic

analysis it means that the minimal ideal I(u) coincides with the intersection of
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all primary ideals which contain it, i.e., I(u) is synthesizible. Actually, Whitney's

theorem established synthesizibility in the above sense of all closed ideals I C

Cm(Rn). An immediate consequence of (3) is property (S) for minimal ideals

I(u) C Cm(R") with m(u) = m + 1 (the degree of smoothness +1).

Let us study the representation RM. By (3) one can attach to each element / G

A/I(u) (f EA = Cm(Rn) a tuple of partial derivatives Jm(f, x) = {dv /(x)}H<m,

known as the m-jet of /, restricted on u,

(4) W:f^Jm(f,x)        (xEu).

The operator W embeds A/I(u) into the space of all continuous (vector-valued) jet

functions on u. One can easily verify (see [10]) that W intertwines the represen-

tation Z2W and the induced representation R = lndUi(Tm), where Ux is a stability

subgroup of a point i£w, The inducing representation rm is described as follows.

The differential dxu of a smooth map u: x —> xu (x E R", u E U) is a linear

operator on tangent spaces

dxu: Tx — R   —> Txu ~ R ,

and the family of differentials {du}uerj obey the "chain rule".

In particular, for elements u of a stabilizer Ux we get a representation r of Ux

on the tangent space Tx ~ R™. The representation r extends to the space of

all symmetric fc-tensors over Rn, Sk(Rn) (k = 0,1,...), and thus gives rise to a

representation rm of U on the space of m-jets, Jm(Rn) = 0£lo Sk(Rn).

By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem the induced representation R = Indrj (rm)

and therefore a subrepresentation R? C R, is FM, and the multiplicities

(5) k(Tc; R") < k(rc; R) = k(Tc \ Ux, rm) < d(Tm) ■ d(ir).

Formula (4) establishes the equivalence of Z2W with a subrepresentation of an

induced representation. This result can be sharpened and Z2W, as in the second

example, is actually equivalent to an induced representation, R" ~ Ind^ (r^J. This

follows from the results of §5 of our paper (Theorem 3 and Lemma 6). The inducing

representation rm acts on a subspace of Jm(Rn), which consists of all "transversal

(normal) derivatives" at x E u (of course this space is smaller than Jm(Rn)). To

describe r'm explicitly we notice that the representation r(u):Rn —» Rn (u E Ux)

leaves invariant the tangent space of u at x, Tx(u), considered as a subspace of

R". By Weyl's principle of complete reducibility Tx(u) possesses a r-invariant

complement T'x in R": We denote by r' the restriction r | T'x and by r'm the

extension of r' to the space of all "transversal m-jets", Jm(T'x) = 0£Lo5fc(rx)-

Here, as above, Sk{Tx) denotes the space of symmetric /c-tensors over Tx. Then

Zr~lnd£(0.

In particular, the multiplicities

(6) k(n;R") = k(Tc | Ux;rm) < d(r'm)d(Tc),

which gives better estimates than (5). Indeed, the degree of rm, d(rm) = (n^nm),

depends on n = dimR", while d(T'm) = (kJ^n) depends only on k = n - dimu.

EXAMPLE 4. Let A = A(X) be the Fourier algebra on a compact abelian group

X and let a closed subgroup Y c X act by translations on X.  The orbits u are
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cosets in X. As is well known [20] any closed coset of a LCA group X is a set of

spectral synthesis for A(X). Hence both property (S) with m = 1 and (R) with

c(u) = 1 hold. Moreover, Z?w is equivalent to the regular representation of Y on

A(Y) ~ A(X)/I(Y).
So in all the above examples we get both property (S) and (R). Moreover, the

representation Ru is induced by a finite dimensional representation and the multi-

plicities k(Tc;R") are estimated as follows:

(7) fc(7r;ZíÜJ)<c-c¿(7r)    Vtt G Û

with some constant c.

Thus we are led to the following conjectures.

Let (A,U) be a pair of a commutative regular and Wiener Banach algebra A

and a compact group U acting on A. We assume that A satisfies property (F),

codimZ(x) < oo Vx G X. Then

(Cl) The pair (A, U) satisfies property (S).

(C2) For any u C X the representation Ru is induced by a finite dimensional

representation.

(C3) The pair (A,U) satisfies property (R).

Keeping in mind possible applications to harmonic analysis and representation

theory we are mainly interested in the case of a Fourier algebra A-

Property (S) (Conjecture 1) was first studied by N. Varopoulos [24] for pairs

(A(Rn), SO(n)), whose result was generalized by Y. Domar [3] and Kirsch and

Müller [12], The latter proved (S) for the algebra A(Rn) and closed orbits u of

any Lie group U acting on Rn. This seems to be the most general known result,

concerning (S).

Nor do we know if the second conjecture is true in a situation essentially different

from the above examples. One apparent difficulty is the very definition of the

inducing representation t and the space of r. The third example suggests A/I(x)

as a candidate, but Example 2 shows that the choice is wrong once u is not a set

of spectral synthesis for A.

In this paper we shall be concerned mainly with the third conjecture, i.e., prop-

erty (R). It has some advantages compared with the first two. Namely (Proposition

2, §1) it is stable under various "deformations" of the Banach space norm ("dense

extensions" and "dense restrictions"). This allows, in particular, substitution of

algebras with "good" synthesizibility properties like algebras of smooth functions,

for "bad" algebras, e.g., group L1-algebras, Fourier algebras, etc.

The main result of the paper is Theorem 1, which establishes property (R) for

all pairs (AP(G), U) of the weighted Fourier algebra AP(G) on a LCA group G with

a subpolynomial weight p on the dual group A = G (for definition, see §1) and a

compact group U acting by so-called affine transformations on G, i.e. combinations

of automorphisms and translations.

Moreover, the multiplicities of Z?w are shown to admit the estimate (7),

k(Tc;R") < c(n, p) ■ d(Tc)   Vtt G Û,

with the constant c(n,p) depending only on the dimension of the vector component

R" of G and the weight p.
Theorem 1 has several applications (§6). One of them concerns topologically

irreducible representations of motion groups G = A x U and maximal one-sided
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ideals of group algebras Lp(G) on motion groups. The second one deals with pri-

mary ideals of invariant subalgebras 2 = Lp(A)u on LCA groups A and more gen-

eral invariant subalgebras, which appear in the context of so-called [FC]¿ groups

(see [8, 15]).

Let us sketch some basic ideas behind the proof of Theorem 1. For Euclidean (or

more general compactly generated) groups A, i.e., Lie groups G = A, the theorem

was proved in [10]. The argument based on Whitney's Theorem is essentially

outlined in Example 3. To complete the details let us notice that for any polynomial

weight p on A, the Fourier algebra AP(G) (the Fourier transform of Lp(A)) contains

a dense subalgebra C0Tl(G) for sufficiently large m, depending on p and dim G. Using

some easily verified properties of FM-representations (Proposition 2, §1) one can

substitute Cq^G) for AP(G) and then proceed as in Example 3.

An opposite class of groups are LCA groups which contain an open compact

subgroup (like p-adics Q"). Here the argument requires a different sort of ideas:

a certain "reduction lemma" (cf. Lemma 4, §4), "inductive limits" (§1.2), and

"synthesizibility of closed subgroups" (cf. Example 4 and Lemma 2, §3).

The general result (arbitrary LCA group) is a synthesis of both kinds of ideas.

Namely, we study the structure of a LCA group A (respectively dual group G = A),

upon which a compact group acts by affine transformations and "approximate" G

by Lie groups Ga (Lemma 4),

G = limprGQ.
a

This implies that the representation R" = limQ ind R"", where R"0- is obtained

from the action of U on the Lie group Ga. The problem is thus reduced to the

"Lie-group" case. However at this point the main technical difficulty arises. We

can no longer use Whitney's Theorem for Ga and substitute the algebra of smooth

functions C0n(Ga) for the Fourier algebra Ap(Ga). Indeed, the degree of smoothness

m, and therefore the multiplicities fc(7r;Z2a'Q) (cf. Example 3) depend on dimGQ

and go to oo as dim Ga —* oo. So there is no way to control the multiplicity of tc

in Rw. Now instead of the algebra C(m(G) with "nice" synthesizibility properties

we have to consider the algebra Cm (R™ ; B ) of all m-smooth S-valued functions

on Rn, where S = AP(X) is the Fourier algebra on the compact component X of

G (G = R" x X).
A crucial step in the proof of Theorem 1 is Lemma 3, which gives a Whitney-type

characterization of minimal ideals I(u) of the algebra Cm(Rn; S), u C Rn x X.

Let us notice that Whitney's Theorem extends to vector-valued functions with

values in a finite dimensional space B (see [16, Chapter 2]). However, the "Banach"

verson is not known in general and probably not true.

In §5 we prove this result for a special class of submodules M C Co"(Rn;fl)

(essentially, for M = I(u)). The lengthy argument of §5 exploits a variety of tech-

niques: "jets", "Whitney functions", "vector bundles", "induced representations",

etc. Some of them are known in the classical Whitney's theory (cf. [16, 26]), some

others are new in this context!

Let us briefly describe the ¡organization of the paper. §1 contains preliminary

definitions and results, such as weights, Beurling (weighted) group algebras and

Fourier algebras. We also discuss two important classes of representations of com-

pact groups, induced representations and finitely multiplied (FM) representations.
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Then (§2) we formulate the main Theorem 1.

Most of the paper (§§3-5) deals with the proof of Theorem 1. In §3 we prove it

for compactly generated groups A, respectively Lie groups G = A.

Then (§4) we study the action of a compact group U on a LCA group A, and

complete the proof of Theorem 1 via certain limit procedures. We also indicate an

extension of Theorem 1 to the case when a compact group U acts by automorphisms

of the Fourier algebra A(G).

An important Lemma 3 (Whitney-type characterization of minimal ideals I(u) C

Cm(Rn; /?)) is proved in §5, some results of which are of independent interest.

In the last section (§6) we give applications of Theorem 1 to Banach irreducible

representations of motions groups (Burnside type theorem) and primary ideals of

invariant subalgebras.

Two appendices A and B include some technical results needed in §5.

We would like to thank a referee for a number of helpful suggestions.

1. Preliminaries.

1.1. Weights, Beurling and Fourier algebras, finiteness conditions. Let G be a

locally compact group. By a weight on G we mean a measurable locally bounded

submultiplicative function p: G —> [1, oo), i.e.,

(1.1.1) p(x ■ y) < p(x)p(y)    Vx, y EG.

We also assume that p is symmetric p(x) = p(x_1) (x G G).

The space Lp(G) of all p-summable functions f on G with norm

(1.1.2) ||/||= [ \f(x)\p(x)dx
Jg

(dx is a Haar measure on G) and convolution as multiplication, forms a Banach al-

gebra called the weighted (or Beurling) group algebra. The usual Lx-group algebras

L^(G) correspond to the trivial weight p, p(x) = 1 Vx G G.

These algebras naturally appear in Banach representation theory. Let x i->

Tx (x G G) be a strongly continuous Banach representation of G. Then the function

p(x) = \\TX\\ is obviously a semicontinuous weight on G. The representation T

extends to a representation of the group algebra Lp(G),

(1.1.3) f^Tf=f f(x)Txdx.
Jg

Moreover, there is a 1-1 correspondence between nondegenerate representations

T of the Beurling algebra Lp(G) and those representations T of G, whose growth

is dominated by p, i.e., ||TX|| < c • p(x) (x G G).

Given a pair of weights p and p' on G we say that p' is stronger than p, if

Lp,(G) C Lp(G), or equivalently p(g) < c ■ p'(g) a.e. on G for some constant c > 0.

If Lp,(G) = Lp(G) we call p and p' equivalent.

Further on we shall often deal with a situation when a compact group U acts

on a locally compact group G. The typical actions will be the action of U by

automorphisms of G or the action of a subgroup U C G by left (right) translations

onG.

In both cases we can assume the weight p on G to be [/-invariant, i.e.;

(I) p(gu) = p(g) Ve; G G, u EU, when U acts by automorphisms.
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(II) p(ugv) = p(g) Vg G G, u,v E U, when U acts by translations.

In the second case any weight p on G is equivalent to a [/-biinvariant one, while

in the first case this condition is necessary and sufficient in order that the action of

U on G gives rise to a Banach representation of U on the space Lp(G).

Let A be a locally compact abelian group with the dual group G = A. A

sufficient condition on p for the group algebra L^A) to be regular and Wiener is

the nonquasianalyticity condition [2]

(1.1.4) gloi£(H <oo A
y        '                                  ¿-^   1 + n2

— oo

It will be assumed elsewhere in the sequel.

We denote by J: f(a) >-> f(x) the Fourier transform on A,

(1.1.5) ?:/•-> f(x)=  Í f(a)(x^)da       (xEG).

The map 7 takes Lp(A) into the algebra Goo(G) of all continuous functions

vanishing at oo, and the image 7Lp(A) — AP(G), equipped with the norm of

Lp(A), is called a weighted Fourier algebra on G.

We discuss some "finiteness" conditions on the weight p, which assure property

(F) of the Fourier algebra. The translations Wy: f(x) !-► f(x + y) form a transitive

family of isometric automorphisms of the Fourier algebra AP(G). In particular, all

quotients A(x) = AP(G)/I(x) are isomorphic (here Z(x) is the minimal primary

ideal of AP(G) at {x}) and the dimensions m(x) = dim A(x) are equal for all x EG,

m(x) = m(0) = m'(p).

We shall call a weight p finite if the number m'(p) < co. Given an open subgroup

B C A, we denote by ps the restriction of p on B and by m(p, B) the number

m'(ps). The weight p on A is called uniformly finite, if the number

(1.1.6) m(p) = sup{ra(p, B) \ B C A} < co.

The sup is taken over all compactly generated open subgroups B c A.

A simple "inductive limit" argument (cf. Proposition 3) shows that each uni-

formly finite weight is finite and m'(p) < m(p). It seems plausible that both

conditions are equivalent and m'(p) = m(p) but we cannot prove this in general.

The trivial weight p(a) = 1 is uniformly finite by Ditkin-Helson's Theorem (see [11,

Chapter 10]). Here m'(p) = m(p) = 1.

In the special case A = Rn,Zfc (k < co) or any compactly generated group A

the polynomial growth condition suffices for uniform finiteness,

(1.1.7) Vo G A,    p(na) = 0(\n\a)    as n —► co for some a = a(a)

but in general neither condition (1.1.6) or (1-1.7) implies the other.   So we must

often impose both of them in order to get a required result.

Precisely, by the well-known structure theorem [19] any LCA group A splits into

the direct sum of a vector group L = R" and a group D which contains an open

compact subgroup K C D. Given a weight p on A we denote by p' and p" its

restrictions on L and D respectively.
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DEFINITION 1. The weight p is called subpolynomial if p' = p | L is polynomial

and p" = p | D is uniformly finite.

One can show that this condition has an equivalent form: the restriction p' =

p | L is polynomial and the weight p on the whole group A is uniformly finite.

In particular, the subpolynomial growth condition is independent of a particular

choice of components L and D in A (they are not uniquely determined, in general).

With any subpolynomial weight p we associate two invariants: m(p"), the degree

of finiteness of p" (1.1.6) and

a(p') = inf{a \ p'(x) = 0(\x\a) as x -* co (x E Rn)},

the exponent of p'.

Let us remark that finiteness of the weight (i.e. property (F) of the algebra

AP(G)) is generically (in the sense of the action of U on G) a "necessary" condition

in order to have results of the type of Theorem 1. We require a close but little

stronger condition ("uniform finiteness" and "polynomial growth") for technical

reasons.

1.2. Finitely multiplied representations. We shall introduce an important class

of representations of compact groups needed further on.

Let U be a compact group, U its dual object, the set of all equivalence classes of

irreducible representations of U. For an irreducible representation 7r G U we denote

its space by Ev, its degree by ci(7r) = dimZi^ and its character by Xn = trTr.

Let u h-> Tu be a Banach representation of U on the space E. As usual, we define

a primary projection

P* = d(ic) / x„(u)Tudu,

and a primary (isotypical) subspace E(tc) = PnE. The subspace E(tc) is the max-

imal invariant subspace of T such that the restriction T | E(rc) is equivalent to a

multiple of tc. Let us denote by kr(rc) the multiplicity of tc in T,

(1.2.1) fcT(7r) = dim E(ir)/d(Tc).

A representation T is called finitely multiplied (or FM- representation) if kr(Tc) <

co, tc E U.

The well-known examples of FM-representations are induced representations

T = indy(r), where V C U is a closed subgroup and r is a finite dimensional

representation of V.

Throughout this paper we shall often use a notion of induced representation in

Banach space setting. So let us briefly discuss some basic definitions and results.

We refer to [5, 17, 21] for more details.

Induced representations are naturally defined in terms of Banach vector bundles

(or continuous fields of Banach spaces) (see [5]). By the latter we mean triples

(£,p, X) of topological spaces S and X (base) and a continuous projection p: <f —>

X, such that all fibres Ex = p_1(x) (x E X) are Banach spaces. The triple (£,p,X)

satisfies some natural continuity assumptions (see [5, Chapter II]), in particular

there is a notion of a continuous cross-section f: X —► £ (f(x) E ExVx G X) and

the space of all continuous sections has "enough" elements [5, Appendix].

One naturally defines morphisms, e.g., homomorphism, isomorphisms, etc. of

Banach bundles. In particular, the group U acts by automorphisms of (£,p,X) if
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to each element u EU there corresponds a pair of homeomorphisms u: X —> X and

ü: £ —> Í such that:
(1) P(C) = P(£)u; Vx G X; £ G Ex; u E U.

(2) The map r(x, u):Ex —► Z?xu (r(x, tt)£ = £u) is a linear isomorphism of Banach

spaces Ex and Exu.

(3) For any £ G £, the function u —> fu, from [/ to £ is continuous.

The action of [/ on the bundle (£,p,X) induces a representation of U on the

space of all continuous sections T(X, £),

(1.2.2) (Tuf)(x)=r(x,u)-1f(xu),        f ET(X,£), uEU.

We shall call (£,p, X) a homogeneous Banach bundle if the base space X is a

homogeneous [/-space, X = V\U.

One can show (cf. [5, 21]) that a homogeneous Banach bundle (£,p,X), and

consequently the representation T in (1.2.2), is uniquely (up to equivalence) deter-

mined by a single fibre Ex (x E X) and the equivalence class of a representation

v h-> t(x,v) of a stabilizer V = Ux on the space Ex. The corresponding representa-

tion T of U is called induced and denoted by lndv(r) (r = r(x, •)). More general

induced representations, in particular, representations in spaces of measurable sec-

tions (LP(X, £), etc.) were studied in [5, 17, 21].

Here we shall be concerned only with induced representations of compact groups

in spaces of continuous sections and later on (§5) in spaces of smooth sections.

A decomposition of an induced representation into the sum of isotypical com-

ponents is described by the well-known Frobenius reciprocity theorem (see [17,

21]).
Given a pair of Banach representations T and S of a compact group U we denote

by Homr/(T; S) the space of all bounded intertwining operators and by k(T; S) the

intertwining number,

(1.2.3) k(T; S) = dimHomrj(T; S) = ]T kT(Tc) ■ ks(Tc).

ir€Û

Proposition l (Frobenius reciprocity theorem). IfT = lndy(r) is
induced and S is a Banach representation of a compact group U, then the spaces

Homc/(5;IndV'(T)) and Homy (S | V;t) are naturally isomorphic. In particular, if

S = tc EÜ is irreducible, the multiplicity

(1.2.4) kT(Tc) = k(Tc; T) = k(n \ V; t).

Since the right-hand part of (1.2.4) is finite for a finite dimensional r, the induced

representation T = lndv(r) is finitely multiplied.

Propostion 1 is well known in the case of measurable sections [17, 21]. The

"continuous" version goes along the same lines and the proof becomes even easier

owing to continuity. We omit details.

Let us mention some properties of FM-representations needed further on.

PROPOSITION 2. Let T,S be a pair of Banach representations and W E

Komu(S,T) be an intertwining operator.

(a) If the range ofW is dense, then the finite multiplicity of S implies the finite

multiplicity ofT and kx(Tc) < ks(Tc) Vît G U.

(b) If the kernel ofW is zero, then the inverse is true and ks(ic) < krM.
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If in particular both assumptions (a) and (b) hold, i.e., T and S are Naimark-

equivalent, then ks(it) = kr(Tc), tc E U.

(c) If S is an FM-representation of a closed subgroup V C U and T = lndy(S),

then T is an FM-representation ofU.

(d) The tensor (Kronecker) product of an FM-representation T and a finite di-

mensional representation a, T ®a, is also FM.

The proof of this statement is easy and can be found in [10, Lemma 1].

The following proposition concerns inductive limits of FM-representations. Let

£ = {a,ß,...} be a partially ordered set and {Ea}a€-£ be an inductive family of

Banach [/-modules. This means that we are given a representation Ta of U on each

Ea and a family of intertwining operators W& E Womu(Ta; T13), a < ß, such that

Wjj-Wg = W2   Va</3<-y.

We shall call a Banach [/-module E an inductive limit of the family {Z£a}aG£,

if there exists a family of intertwining operators {Wa E Homtj(Ea,E)}a, whose

ranges span a dense subspace in E, such that Wa = Wß ■ W@ Va < ß.

PROPOSITION 3. If all representations {Ta}a6s are FM and the multiplicities

{k(Tc;Ta)}a are uniformly bounded, i.e.,

k(Tc;Ta) < m(Tc)    Vtt G Û, a G S,

then the inductive limit T = lima indTQ is also FM, and k(ir;T) < m(ir) Vît G Û.

PROOF. Let us consider 7r-primary components E(tc) and Eœ(tc) of the repre-

sentations T and Ta. Obviously, Wa(Ea(Tc)) Ç E(tc) and the inductive family of

finite dimensional subspaces {Fa = Wa(Ea(Tc))}a (dimFQ < dimZ?Q(7r)) span a

dense subspace in E(tc). But the dimensions of {Fa}a are uniformly bounded.

dimFQ <dim£'Q(7r) = d(ir) ■ k(Tc;Ta) < d(ic) ■ m(n).

Hence dimE(tc) < d(ic) • m(ic), i.e., k(rc; T) < m(ic) Vtt G Û.    Q.E.D.

2. The main theorem. Let G be a LCA group with dual group G and let p

be a subpolynomial weight on G. We decompose G into the sum R" © D, where

D has a compact-open subgroup, and write p' and p" for restrictions p' = p \ Rn

and p" = p | D. By definition, p' is polynomial, i.e.,

(2.1.1) p'(x) = 0(|x|a)    as x —> co for some a > 0

while p" is uniformly finite. As above we denote by m(p") the degree of finiteness

of p" and by a(p') the exponent of p', i.e., the infimum of all a satisfying (2.1.1).

We consider the action of a compact group U by affine transformations on G.

Recall that an affine transformation is a continuous map ü:G —► G, which satisfies

{a + b-cf = aü + bü- cü   Va, b, c G G.

So ü is uniquely determined by a pair (u, I) of an automorphism u E Aut(G) and

a translation with an element / G G,

(2.1.2) aü=au + l        (a EG).

The group of affine transformations Aff(G) is isomorphic to a semidirect product

G >} Aut(G). Hence an affine action of U on G consists of a pair of an automorphic
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action u:a —> au (a E G,u E U) and a cocycle l(u), i.e. a continuous function

l:U ^ G s.t.

(2.1.3) l(uxu2) = l(ux)u* +l(u2)    \fux,u2EU.

Obviously the action of U by automorphisms of G as well as the action of a

subgroup Y C G by translations on G are special cases of affine actions. Another

important example arises as follows.

EXAMPLE 5. Let X be a subgroup of a LCA group B and let the group U act

by automorphisms of B, which leave X invariant. Then U acts also on the factor

group B = B/X. Let b E B be a [/-stable coset, i.e., b = b (u EU). We choose

an element b in the coset b = b + X and define a cocycle I: U —y X, to be

(2.1.4) l(u) = bu -b       (uEU).

Obviously / is continuous and satisfies equation (2.1.3). The automorphic action

of [/ on the coset b = b + X and its cocyclic action on X are naturally related.

Indeed, the translation W: x —» x + b (x G X) from X onto b permutes these

actions,

W{xü) = (xu + bu-b) + b = (x + b)u = [W(x)]u.

Notice that each affine transformation defines an automorphism of the Fourier

algebra AP(G),

û:/(x)WV)        (uEU; fEAp(G)).

The main result of this paper is the following

THEOREM 1. Let a compact group U act by affine transformations on a LCA

group G and let AP(G) be a Fourier algebra on G with a subpolynomial weight p

on A = G. Then for any orbit u C G the representation RM is finitely multiplied.

Moreover, the multiplicities k(ic; R") are estimated as

(2.1.5) k(n;R") < c(n,p)d(fc),    Vtt g Û,

with the constant c(n,p) = fn(p"){m^ln), where m(p") is the degree of finiteness of

p", n is the dimension of the vector component R" of A and m = [n + 1 + a] with

a = a(p'), the exponent of p'.

Obviously c(n, p) depends only on n and p.

The appearance of the number m = [n+l+a[ and the binomial coefficient (m*n)

in estimate (2.1.5) will become clear later on. Their "geometrical" meaning is the

following: m is the smallest integer such that the space Cm(Rn) is contained in the

Fourier algebra Ap>(Rn), while (mn\n) = d(rm) is the degree of the representation

rm constructed in Example 3 of the Introduction.

3. Compactly generated-Lie group case.

3.1. We start the proof of Theorem 1 with the case of a compactly generated

group A, respectively Lie group G = A [19]. By Lie group we mean a (not nec-

essarily connected) locally compact group B, whose identity component Bq is a

connected Lie group and such that the factor group B/Bo is discrete.

In this section we shall prove the following version of Theorem 1.
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LEMMA 1. Let a compact group U act by affine transformations on an abelian

Lie group G. If AP(G) is a Fourier algebra on G with a subpolynomial weight p on

A = G, then for any orbit u C G the representation Z2W is finitely multiplied and

its multiplicities are estimated as

(3.1.1) k(ic;R") <c(n,p)d(Tc)   Vtt G Û,

with the constant c(n,p) of Theorem 1.

For convenience we divide the proof of Lemma 1 into 4 steps. We start with the

simplest case of affine action, i.e., the action of a closed subgroup F of a compact

group X by translations on X (Lemma 2). Here A = AP(X), u = Y + xn is a coset,

and the multiplicities

k(p; R") < m(p)    (the degree of finiteness of p).

Next (3.3) we consider a Lie group R™ © X with the following actions of U

on components: affine action on R™ and translations with elements of a subgroup

Y = l(U) on X. Here /: U —> X is a group homomorphism. We show that the

Fourier algebra
Ap(Rn(BX) = Apl(Rn)êAp„(X)

can be replaced by a dense subalgebra

A = Ct?(Rn;B),       B = Apll(X),

of all m-smooth compactly supported S-valued functions on Rn.

Then we formulate an important Lemma 3, a Whitney-type characterization of

minimal ideals I(u) c A = Cc]n(Rn;B) with hulls u C Rn © X, whose proof is

given in §5.

Lemma 3 enables us to embed the representation R^ on A/I(u) (A =

Cm(Rn; B)) into a certain induced representation T, composed of the represen-

tation rm of Example 3 of the Introduction and the representation of Lemma 2.

The multiplicities of the latter are estimated as k(n; T) < c(n, p)d(ic) with the

constant c(n,p) of Theorem 1.

In the next two steps we use structure results of §4 to reduce a general affine

action on the Lie group G = Rn ®X(X compact) to the action of Lemma 3 (3.4).

Finally in (3.5) we proceed to a general Lie group G.

3.2. LEMMA 2. Let p be a uniformly finite weight on a discrete abelian group A

dual to a compact group X. IfYcX is a closed subgroup, then the representation

RY of Y on the quotient space AP(X)/I(Y) is FM. Moreover, we get the estimate

of multiplicities

(3.2.1) k(X,RY)<m(p)    VAgF.

PROOF. Let us notice that for the trivial weight p, i.e. the Fourier algebra A(X),

Lemma 3 follows from the well-known result [20], by H. Reiter (see Example 4).

Indeed, according to [20], any closed subgroup F of a LCA group X is a set of

synthesis, i.e., J(Y) = I(Y). So the quotient algebra is isomorphic to the Fourier

algebra A(Y) and the representation RY is equivalent to the regular representation

of Y on the space A(Y). The regular representation R of a compact abelian group

Y" on a translation invariant space A(Y) is well known to decompose into the direct
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sum of characters, each of them occurring in R with multiplicity 1. So the equality

in (3.2.1) holds with m = 1. But m = 1 is precisely the degree of finiteness of the

trivial weight p by Helson-Ditkin's Theorem [11, Chapter 10].

One can expect that a similar result holds for weighted Fourier algebras AP(X).

Namely, the representation RY of Y in the quotient space AP(Y)/I(Y) is equivalent

to a multiple of the regular representation R on AP(X)/I(Y) = AP(Y), i.e.,

(3.2.2) RY ~R®m'

for some m' depending on p and Y. Of course, this would immediately imply

(3.2.1).
Actually we shall prove somewhat less. We shall prove the factorization formula

(3.2.2) for another Fourier algebra A\ = APl (Xx) on a different group Xx, which is

densely embedded into A = AP(X). Then the "density" argument of Proposition 2

will give us the estimate (3.2.1) for the Fourier algebra A = AP(X) itself.

Let X be a compact abelian group, Y c X be a closed subgroup and Z = X/Y

be the factor group. We denote by A = X, B = Y and C = Z their dual (discrete)

groups, AD C and A/C = B.
Given a weight p on A let us define the weights p' and p" on C and B as p' = p \ C

and p"(b) = inî{p(a + c) | c G G} (b = a + C G B).

We shall consider a discrete abelian group Ax = B@C and the weight px = p'xp"

onAi, Px(b,c) = p"(b)-p'(c)(bEB, cEC).

The group algebra Lpi(Ax) factors into the product Lp,(C)<g>Lp„(B) with the

strongest (projective) cross-norm.

Correspondingly the Fourier algebra Bx of Lpi(Ax) factors as

B1 = Ap'(Z)e,Ap"(Y).

The group Y acts by translations on both Fourier algebras B\ = APl (Y @Z) and

B = AP(X):

(3.2.3) yo^Ry0:f(y,z)^f(y + yQ,z)        (y,y0 G Y,z G Z).

Correspondingly it acts by multiplication with a character (yo,b) on the group

algebras Lpi (B © G) and L\(A):

(3.2.4) f(b,c)^(y0,b)-f(b,c),        fELxpi(B®C).

The subalgebra AP'(Z) acts on the Fourier algebras B\ and S by multiplication,

(3.2.5) tp:f^tp(z)-f(y,z), f E Si or B,tp E AP\Z).

For any e > 0 we can choose a system of coset representatives {a¡,|&GZ?}cA

with the property

p(ab) < p"(b) + e   V6 G B.

Given such a system we define a linear operator W:Ll (Ax) —* Lp(A) to be

(Wf)(a) = f(b;c), f E Lp¡(Ax), where a = ab + c (b E B,c E C) is a unique
decomposition of an element a G A.

The operator W is easily seen to have the following properties.

(a)||W7ll,<(l + e)]l/IU-
(b) The range of W is dense in Lp(A).
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(c) W: Si —> S commutes with the actions (3.2.3) and (3.2.5) of the subgroup Y

and the subalgebra AP>(Z) on Si and S-

Now let us consider the minimal ideal I(Y) of the algebra Si = Ap»(Y)®Ap<(Z).

We claim that

(3.2.6) I(Y) = Ap»(Y)®I(0),

1(0) being the minimal primary ideal of AP<(Z) at {0}. Indeed, the right-hand side

of (3.2.6) is obviously included in I(Y). Conversely, if a function f E B\ vanishes

on a neighborhood of Y, there exists tp e Ap>(Z) vanishing on a neighborhood of

0 G Z such that tpf = f (tp considered as a function on Y © Z). By the definition

of tensor products,

(3.2.7) / = fchm     ¿ f3■ ® gj (fj E AP„(Y), 9j E AP*(Z)).

Multiplying both sides of (3.2.7) by tp we get tpf = limY^ifj^^Ùj)- Of course each

element fj®tpg~j E Ap"(Y)tèiI(Q). So both ideals in (3.2.6) are equal. In particular,

the quotient algebra B\(Y) = B\/I(Y) is isomorphic to the product

Ap„(Y)®(Apl(Z)/I(0))

and the representation RY in B\(Y) is a multiple of the regular representation R

of Y in Apl<(Y),

RY ~J?®m',

with multiplicity m' = dimAp'(Z)/I(0) = m(p').

We claim that the operator W takes the minimal ideal I(Y) of Si into the

minimal ideal I(Y) of S. Indeed, if an element f E B\ vanishes on a neighborhood

of Y and tp E Ap< (Z) is chosen as above, we get by (c)

W(f) = W(tpf) = tpW(f)

and the function tpW(f) vanishes on a neighborhood of Y. Thus W defines a

bounded dense range operator W: B\/I{Y) —> B/I(Y) which intertwines the repre-

sentations RY in these spaces. By Proposition 2(a),

k(\;RY | B(Y)) < k(X;RY | BX(Y)) < m(p') < m(p).

The lemma is proved.

3.3. Let now a LCA group A = R™ © D be the sum of the vector group Rn and

a finitely generated discrete group D. Then the dual group G = R™ ffi X is a Lie

group (X is a compact Lie group).

Given a weight p on A we can always replace it by a stronger one p = p' x p".

Indeed, the natural embedding IÀ(A) —> Lp(A) defines a dense range bounded

operator W: AP(G)/I(u) —> AP(G)/I(u) which intertwines the representations Zîw

in these spaces. By Proposition 2(a) the multiplicities fc(7r; i?^) can only increase

after such a substitution.

So let us assume that p = p' x p". Then the group algebra Lp(A) factors into

the tensor product

L\(A) = L\,(Rn)®Llpl,(D).

Respectively, AP(G) = Ap>(Rn)®Ap»(X).
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To proceed with the proof of Lemma 1 we introduce the algebra A = Cm(Rn; B)

(B = AP"(X)) of all S-valued m-smooth compactly supported functions/: R™ —> S,

with the usual sequence of seminorms,

II/IU.Q = £ II(3"/)(*)IIl~(q).
|^|<m

Here u denotes a multi-index (vx,..., vn) with \v\ = vx +-\-vn, du a correspond-

ing partial derivative and Q runs over all compact subsets in Rn. We consider the

weight p on A which factors into the product p' x p" with a polynomial constituent

ft on R".

As in the scalar case (S = C), the Fourier algebra AP(G) = Ap'{Rn)è>B is easily

verified to contain Ccm(Rn, B) as a dense subalgebra for m = [n + 1 + a], where a

is the exponent of p'.

We assume that a compact group U acts by affine transformations on Rn and

by translations with elements of a subgroup Y = l(U) on X, where /: U —> X is a

group homomorphism. Of course this represents a special case of an affine action

of U on G = R" © X.
Since U acts by automorphisms of the Fourier algebra Ap(Rn®X) and the dense

subalgebra A = C07l(Rn;B) is invariant under this action it suffices by Proposi-

tion 2 to prove finite multiplicity and estimate (3.1.1) for representations R? on

C^R^S).1
For this we have to study minimal ideals I(u) of A = Cm(Rn; S). They will be

shown to have the following "Whitney-type" characterization.

Let u be an orbit of U in Rn © X, the Gelfand space of A. We denote by p and

g coordinate projections : Rn © X —» R" and q: R" © X —> X.

The image f2 = p(u) is an orbit of U in Rn, and for any point a E fi, a subset

q(p~1(a)(~)u) = ua is an orbit of a stability subgroup Ua in X. The orbit u stratifies

over its image fi, u = \Jaen{a,ua).

LEMMA 3. Let a compact group U act by affine transformations on Rn and

by translations with elements {y E Y = l(U)} (the image of U under a group

homomorphism /:[/—> X) on X. For any orbit u C R" © X, the minimal ideal

I(u) of the algebra A = Clm(Rn;B) (B = AP"(X)) has the characterization

(3.3.1) I(u) = {fEA\ (dvf)(a) E I(ua) Va G il, |i/| < m}.

Here I(ua) denotes the minimal ideal of S with hull ua C X.

The proof of Lemma 3 is long and requires a number of prerequisites We postpone

it until §5. And now let us apply Lemma 3 to complete the proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 3 can be reformulated in terms of so-called m-jets of smooth S-valued

functions / G C™(Rn; S). By an m-jet of / G Gq^R"; S) we mean as usual a tuple

of its partial derivatives

Jm(f,x) = {(d»f)(x)}H<m

considered as a continuous map from R™ into the product S ® Jm, where Jm is a

finite dimensional space of scalar m-jets, or equivalently, all polynomials in variables

Xi,... ,x„ of degree < m. Obviously, dim Jm = (™^m).

1 Though Cq^R"; S) is not a Banach algebra on the whole space Rn, one can always restrict

it to a sufficiently large compact subset Q C Rn, where ||/||m,Q becomes a Banach norm.
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Formula (3.3.1) then becomes

(3.3.2) I(u) = {fE G0m(Rn; S) | Jm(f, x) E I(ux) ® Jm Vx G fi}.

The group U acts by automorphisms on Rn and we denote this representation

by r, r(a) = au (a E R", u E U). The representation r extends to the space of all

homogeneous polynomials (symmetric tensors) on R™ of degree k (k = 0,1,..., m)

and thus gives rise to a representation rm of U on the space Jm, d(rm) = (n^m)

(see Example 3 of the Introduction).

Notice that for a smooth function /,

(3.3.3) Jm(f(xü),x) = Tm(u)Jm(f,xü),        uEU.

Indeed, xu = xu + l(u), the first term is linear in x, while the second vanishes after

differentiation.

We apply Lemma 3 (in the form (3.3.2)) to embed the representation Z2W into

some induced representation. To construct the induced representation let us con-

sider the following [/-homogeneous vector bundles over fi:

(1) The Banach bundle (£',fi) with fibres E'(x) = B/I(ux) (x E fi) and a

cocycle R(x,u):<p(x) —► (Rutp)~(xu).

Here <p(x) denotes the image of an element tp e B in the quotient space B/I(ux),

Ru is the representation of U on S = Ap» (X) obtained from its action on X,

(Rutp)(y) = tp(y + l(u))        (tpEB,uEU).

The topology on £' is "induced" by the subspace of cross sections T = {^(x) |

(x G fi) V<p E Gq1(R"; S)}, which satisfies the following assumptions:

(1) The numerical functions x —> ||<p(x)|| are continuous on fi for all tp E T.

(II) For each x G fi, T(x) = {<p(x) \ V<p G T} is equal to a fibre space E'(x).

Then [5, Proposition 10.4] there exists a unique topology on £' for making (£', fi)

a Banach bundle such that all sections tp ET are continuous.

(2) The finite dimensional trivial bundle (<f",fi), £" = Jm x fi, with the fibre

space Jm and a cocycle. rm(x, u) = rm(u) Vx G fi.

As usual one can form a tensor product bundle (E, fi) = (£'®£", fi), whose fibres

are spaces E(a) = (B/I(ua))®Jm (a E fi) and the cocycle r(a, u) = R(a, u)®Tm(u).

Now let us construct an intertwining operator W from the space A = C0n(Rn, S)

to the space of continuous sections T(fi; £) of the bundle (£, fi) as

W: f - F(x) = Jm(f, x)/(I(ux) ® Jm) G T(fi, £).

By Lemma 3 (formula (3.3.2)) the kernel of W is equal to the minimal ideal I(u)

of A.
Let us check that W intertwines the representation T of U on A and the in-

duced representation L = lnd(U; r, £) on T(fi, £). The image of a function f(x) E

C0ri(Rn; B) under the action of Tu is equal to

(Tuf)(x) = g(x) = R-1[f(x%

Computing the m-jet of g(x) at the point x G fi we find

(3.3.4) d»[g{x)\ = RZíd"[f(xí)[ = ñ"1  £ n,»^/)(**),
\p\=m
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{TiJ,p}\u\=\v\=m being matrix entries of the representation tto in the "natural basis"

of Jm = 0£lo Sfe(Rn). We can rewrite (3.3.4) in the vector form as

Jm[g(x)] = (Ru-1®Tm(u))[f(xii)}

which shows the intertwining relation.

Therefore W defines an intertwining embedding of the representation Ru (the

quotient of T modulo I(u)) into the induced representation L = Ind^i(Z2u' ® rm).

On each fibre space B/I(ua) ® Jm we get a representation Z2W" ® rm of the

stability subgroup Ua.

By Proposition 2 the multiplicities of R" are bounded by those of L,

(3.3.5) k(a; R") < k(a; L)   VoEU

and by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem (Proposition 1)

(3.3.6) k(a; L) = k(a \ Ua; if» ® rm).

But the representation Z?Wa is of the type considered in Lemma 2 and hence FM

while rm is finite dimensional. Then by Proposition 2, R"" <g> rm and therefore L

and Z?w ("embedded" in L) are also FM.

In order to estimate the multiplicities in the right-hand side of (3.3.6) we shall

use

PROPOSITION 4. Let R be an FM-representation of a compact group V and

a, t be finite dimensional representations. The intertwining number k(a; R®t) is

estimated as

(3.3.7) k(a; R <g> t) < sup{k(p; R)[pCa®r* }d(a)d(r),

the supremum is taken over all irreducible pEV which occur in the product a <g¡ r*

(a tensored with contragredient of r).

We decompose R into the sum 0 k(p; R) ®/lí of irreducible components pEV.

Then the intertwining number k(a; R <g> r) is equal to

(3.3.8) k(a; R®t) = ^ k(p, R)k(a; p®r)< sup{k(p; R)}^2 k(a; p ® r);
ß p

the summation is taken over all p E V such that k(a; p <8> r) > 0. But A;(cr, p <g) t) =

k(p;a ®r*), since the spaces Homy (a; p ® r) and Homi/(¿t; cr ®r*)* are naturally

isomorphic.

Since

(3.3.9) £A:(/í; cr®r*) < £fc(^;cr ® r*)ci(/i) = cZ(cr)d(r),

we immediately get (3.3.7).

Let us apply Proposition 4 to the representations R = Rula, a = a \ Ua and

r = rm of the group V = Ua.

We recall that a compact group [/, consequently Ua, acts on the algebra S =

Ap"(X) by translations with elements {y = l(v) \ v E U}. Let Yo = l(Ua). Each

[/a-orbit is a coset x + Yq in X. Obviously, all p, which occur in R?", are characters

of YQ "pulled back" to Ua and by Lemma 2 the multiplicities k(p;RUJa) < m(p").
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Therefore by (3.3.5), (3.3.6) and (3.3.7),

k(a; R") < k(a | Ua; R"° <g> rm) < m(p")d(Tm)d(a)
(O.o.J.U) a

= c(n, p)d(a)    Ver G [/.

This proves Lemma 1 in the case of a Lie group G = Rn © X and a compact

group U acting by affine transformations on Rn and by translations on X.

3.4. Now we shall reduce the general affine action on G = Rn © X to the above

particular case.

But first let us study the automorphic and affine actions of a compact group U

on a compact abelian Lie group X.

PROPOSITION 5. Let a compact group U act by affine transformations on a

compact abelian Lie group X. There exists an open normal subgroup V C U, which

acts on X by translations, i.e.,

v:x->x + l(v)        (xEX,vEV),

where l:V —> X is a group homomorphism.

PROOF. First we note that the group of automorphisms of the compact abelian

Lie group X is discrete. Indeed, X = Tk © F, where F is finite and the torus

Tk = Xo is characteristic. So any automorphism of X is uniquely determined by a

triple (ux,h,u2), where

ux E Aut Tfc = GL(fc, Z),    u2E Aut F, h E Hom(F; Tfc) S Fk.

Obviously, Aut X = Aut Fx (Fk x GL(fc, Z)) is countable and therefore discrete.

Let a compact group U act on X by automorphisms x —» xu and by affine

transformations x —> xu = xu +l(u). The kernel V of a homomorphism U —> Aut X

is a normal subgroup of finite index in U. Since the automorphic action of V is

trivial, the cocycle !:U-»X restricted to V turns into a homomorphism of V into

a compact abelian group X. We denote by Y the image of V in X, Y is a closed

subgroup of X. Obviously, the affine action of a subgroup V C U on X is given by

translations by elements {y = l(v) E Y},

x° = x + l(v)    Vx G X, vEV.    Q.E.D.

We shall make another simple observation.

PROPOSITION 6. Let u = UX\U be a U-homogeneous space of a group U and V

be a normal subgroup of finite index in U. Then u splits into the union of disjoint

V-orbits, u = Us€oj' us. Moreover, the set u' is finite and the group U (actually the

finite factor-group U/V) acts on u' transitively, i.e., u' is a finite U-homogeneous

space.

The proof is obvious.

Now let G = Rn($X be the sum of the vector group Rn and a compact Lie group

X. Denote by a —> au the automorphic action of U on G and by a —> au = au+l(u)

its affine action.

Later (Lemma 4, §4) we shall prove the existence of a [/-invariant decomposition

G = R" © X with respect to the automorphic action. Then the cocycle l:U —► G

splits into the sum of two cocycles lx:U —> Rn and l2:U —> X.
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Take an affine orbit u of U in Rn © X. By Proposition 5 there exists an open

normal subgroup V C U which acts on X by translations with elements {l2(v) |

v E V}. Then by Proposition 6, u = \Js€uJ' w« is a finite union of disjoint V-orbits

{us}s€uj>.

The quotient space A/I(u) (A = Ap(Rn © X)) decomposes into the direct sum

0a€w, A/I(us), since {us}s are disjoint closed subsets of G.

The union £ = \JaEuli{A/I(us)) has a natural structure of a [/-homogeneous

vector bundle over the finite base u' and the representation Z?w is induced,

Ä" = Ind£ (/*"•),

where Z?"3 is a representation of a stability subgroup Us on the quotient space

A/I(us).
Notice that the action of a subgroup V on Rn © X satisfies all the assumptions

of Lemma 3. Namely, V acts by affine transformations on Rn and by translations

with elements {l(v) \ v E V} on X. The representation Ru* | V on the quotient

space A/I(us) is obtained from this action, since us is also a V-orbit.

Therefore, estimate (3.3.10) applies to RWs \ V,

(3.4.1) k(a;R"'\V)<c(n,p)d(a)    Ver G t>.

To get a similar estimate for the representation Z2W of the whole group U we use

PROPOSITION 7. Let S be a representation of a subgroup Uo C U. If there

exists a subgroup V C i/o such that the multiplicities

(3.4.2) k(a; S[V)< cd(a)    Ver G V,

with some constant c, then a similar estimate holds for the induced representation

R = lnd%0(S),i.e.,

k(n; R) < cd(Tc)    Vtt G Û

with the same constant c.

Indeed, by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem (Proposition 1) and the inclusion

V C U0 it follows that

(3.4.3) k(n; R) = k(ic \ U0; S) < k(rc \ V; S \ V).

Decompose tc \ V into the sum of isotypical components, tc | V = 0 Oj®kj (aj G

V) and substitute them into the right-hand side of (3.4.3). Then

k(Tc; R)<k(Tc\V;S\V) = J2 k3k(°~i\ S | V)
j

< cY^kjd^f) < cd(ic).    Q.E.D.
3

Proposition 7 applied to the representations 5 = Z2W» and Z2W = Ind^s(ZZWs)

yields the estimate

(3.4.4) k(n; ZT) < c(n, p)d(Tc)    Vtt G Û,

and thus proves Lemma 1 for all Lie groups G of the form R™ © X, with a compact

Lie group X.
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3.5. We are now able to prove Lemma 1 for all compactly generated groups

A, respectively Lie groups G = A. As above a compact group U acts on G by

automorphisms a -* aw and affine transformations a —> au = au + l(u).

In the next section (Lemma 4) we shall establish the existence of subgroups Rn

and compact X of G invariant under the automorphic action of U and such that the

factor group D = G/(Rn ®X) is discrete. In particular, U acts by automorphisms

on D.

Note that if a subgroup B = R" © X c G is stable under automorphisms of U,

then the cocycle I on G projects on the factor group D = G/B, l(u) = l(u)/B (u E

U). So we also get an affine action of U on D,

u: d -» d* = du + Í(u)       (dED).

Two affine actions on G and D commute with the natural homomorphism p:G —>

D = G/B.
Let u C G be an affine orbit of U. Its image u' = p(u) is a finite affine orbit

of U in D. As above we get a finite partition u = \Jseul> ws w^fi us = uC\ p~1(s)

an orbit of a stability subgroup Us in a coset Bs = p_1(s) = B + d. Hence the

representation R" is induced, R = Ind^s (R"" ).

The translation with an element d E Bs takes a coset Bs onto the subgroup B

and transforms the affine action of Us on Bs into the new affine action on B (cf.

Example 5). Namely, u: b -► bü + (du - d).

Let us remark that the transformed action of Us on B would be affine even if we

started with an automorphic action on G.

But the group B splits into the sum of Rn and a compact group X. So the

previous result (3.4.4) applies and we get the estimate of multiplicities,

k(a,R^)<c(n,p)d{a)    Vct G ÛB.

By Proposition 7 the same estimate holds for the induced representation Z2W,

k(Tc;R") <c(n,p)d(rc)   MtceÛ.

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

4. Actions of compact groups on LCA groups (reduction lemma) and

the proof of the main theorem.

4.1. After we have proved Theorem 1 for compactly generated groups A the

general case will be handled by a certain limit procedure. Here an important tool

is the following "reduction lemma", which describes the structure of a LCA group

A upon which a compact group U acts by automorphisms.

In a somewhat different setting a similar result was proved in [8, 1.1. Theorem].

LEMMA 4. Let a compact group U act by automorphisms on a LCA group A.

Then:

(a) There exists a decomposition A = Rn © D with U-stable subgroups Rn and

D.
(b) The subgroup D contains an open U-stable compact subgroup K. Therefore,

U acts by automorphisms on R™, D, K, and on the discrete factor group V = D/K.

(c) The group Y = D/K is equal to limQ ind ra where Ta (a E S) runs over

the family of all finitely generated U-stable subgroups of T.   Consequently D =
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lima indDa, where Da = p 1(Ya) andp denotes the natural homomorphisms D —►

r = D/K.

PROOF.2 The identity component Ao of A is characteristic in A, hence U-

invariant, and so is the maximal compact subgroup (unique!) Zio of A0. By

structure theory [19], A0 = K0 © Rn, and so i0 = K0 © Rn, with R" (= K¿-)

characteristic, hence [/-invariant. We need to show that this splitting of Ao (and

the dual splitting of Ao) can be made [/-invariant.

This is really a problem in continuous cohomology. More generally, suppose

U acts on a LCA group H, leaving a closed subgroup E invariant, and suppose

H = E@F as topological groups. Then U acts on H/E = F, but may not preserve

the copy of F inside H. However, one can define a cocycle tp: U x F —> E by

hu = ba(u) + p,^ y      icjTueUj   he Fi

where bu means the action of u on b viewed as an element of H, and where a(u) is the

action of u on F identified with H/E. One can check that tp E ZX{U, Hom(F, E)),

and that F can be adjusted to be [/-invariant provided the cocycle tp is a cobound-

ary. Here Horn means "continuous Horn".

To come back to our situation, take H = Ao and E = Rn, F = Ko (a dis-

crete group). Then Hom(F, E) is a quasicomplete locally convex topological vec-

tor space, so as is well known, Hk(U, Hom(F, E)) = 0 for k > 0. (See, for in-

stance, A. Guichardet, Cohomologie des groupes topologiques et des algebres de Lie,

CEDIC/Nathan, Paris, 1980, p. 186.) In particular, Kq has a [/-invariant com-

plement (= R") in Ao-

The same argument can be repeated to show that this [/-invariant copy of R™

must have a [/-invariant complement D = A/R™ in A, with of course D D Zio-

Here we use the fact from the structure theory that A = R" © (A/Rn) as LCA

groups. This proves (a).

Now note that D/Kq is totally disconnected, hence has a neighbourhood base

for the identity {Na} consisting of compact-open subgroups. If we fix a then for Nß

sufficiently small, the image of Nß under the action of U must still be contained in

Na. Hence U(Nß) generates a compact-open [/-invariant subgroup of D/Ko, and

thus D/Kq has arbitrarily small [/-invariant compact-open subgroups.

In particular, we can fix a [/-stable compact-open subgroup K of D. Let Y =

D/K, which is discrete. Y is the inductive limit of its finitely generated subgroups,

and since the [/-orbit of any element of Y is finite we can take these [/-stable without

losing finite generation. This proves (b) and (c).

Lemma 4 applied to the dual group G of A and the dual action of U on G yields

COROLLARY 1.   (a) G admits a U-invariant decomposition G = R™ © D.

(b) D contains an open compact U-invariant subgroup X = KL = Y.

(c) If Ya = Da (a G S), then {Ya}a are small U-stable subgroups of X,

i.e., factor-groups Xa = X/Ya and Da = D/Ya are Lie groups (not necessarily

connected). Moreover

X = lim pr Xa,    D = lim pr Da

2 This short proof of Lemma 4 was proposed by the referee.
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and

G = limprGa,    where Ga = Rn © Da.
a

4.2. Now let us study the structure of orbits u C G under the affine action of U

onG.

We fix a [/-stable decomposition of Lemma 4 and Corollary 1, G = Rn®D with

D D X = K1- and X D Ya. Denote by {pa}aeT, and p the natural homomorphisms

Pa: G = Rn © D -> GQ = Rn © D/Ya = Rn © £>a,

p:G^Zi^G/(R"©X).
Notice that all these homomorphisms commute with the automorphic action of

U on an appropriate group (G, K, Rn, X, D, etc.).

Furthermore since all the subgroups (Rn,X,Ya, etc.) of G are invariant under

the automorphic action the cocycle l(u) projects on factor groups (K,Ga, etc.)

and thus gives rise to affine actions of U on those, which commute with natural

homomorphisms p and {pa}-

We denote by B the subgroup Rn © X C G and for s E K we denote by Bs the

coset p~1(s) = B + d (d E p_1(s))-

Let u C G be an affine orbit of U. The image u' = p(u) is an orbit of U in the

discrete group K, so u' is finite. Fix a point s Eu' and let us = u D Bs. Obviously

us is an orbit of a stability subgroup Us in the coset Bs.

Similarly the set ua<a = pa{us) is an orbit of Us in a coset Z?S]Q = pa{Bs) =

da + Ba, where Ba = Rn © Da, da = pa(d).

It is easy to see that the compact set us is a projective limit of its images

Us,a G tSaa,

(4.2.1) us = lim prwSQ.
a

4.3. Now we are able to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Since u = \Js€ul> us

is a disjoint union of closed subsets we get as in the proof of Lemma 1 (§3.4) a

decomposition

A/I(u) = ® A/I(us),       A = Ap(Rn © D).
sElj'

The union £ = \Js€ííl' A/I(us) has a structure of a [/-homogeneous vector bundle

over the finite base u' and the representation R" is induced by the representation

Rw" of Us on the quotient space A/I(us),

(4.2.2) Zr=Ind^(Zr').

We shall realize R"' as a Banach inductive limit of the representations R",a

on factor groups Ga. Denote by S, SQ (a E E) the Fourier algebras Ap(Rn © D)

and ^p(Rn © Da), the second considered as a subalgebra of S under the natural

"pull-back" embedding

Pa: 4> -> 4> ° Pa        {4>^Ba).

By (4.2.1) the monomorphism p* takes the minimal ideal Z(wSjQ) of SQ into the

minimal ideal I(u3) of S (this is true for any closed subset Q = lim praQQ, Qa C

G a). So p* defines a bounded operator

Wa:Ba/I(us,a)^B/I(u3).
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The operator Wa intertwines the representations R"'" and R"' of the group Us

in these spaces.

Moreover, the linear span of images {ImVv'Q}Q is obviously dense in B/I(us). So

R"s. So R"3 is a Banach inductive limit of representations {Ru>aa}a in the sense

of Proposition 3 (§1.2).

Each representation R"8'" is obtained from the action of U on the Lie group

G a = R™ ®Da. By Lemma 1 the representation RbJ°a is FM and its multiplicities

are estimated as

k(Tc; R">-° ) < c(n, p)d(w)    Vtt G Û,

with the constant c(n, p) depending only on n = dimR™ and p. Then Proposition 3

implies the same estimate for the Banach inductive limit R"' = lima ind Ru,-a, and

by Proposition 7 it remains true for the induced representation R" = Indr7j(Z?u;s).

The theorem is proved.

REMARK 1. The above argument suggests that Theorem 1 should be true for

more general actions of U on G, namely the action by automorphisms of the Fourier

algebra AP(X). Obviously this group contains all affine transformations Aff(G) but

may be bigger than the latter.

While groups of automorphisms of weighted Fourier algebras are unknown in

general they were systematically studied in the case of the trivial weight p=l, i.e.,

the Fourier algebra A(G) (see, for instance [22]). Any automorphism u of A(G) is

given by a so-called piecewise-affine transformation u:G —> G. By definition, for

any such u there exists a partition G = \JU Bv into the union of open disjoint cosets

Bv such that the map u: Bv —► Butv) is affine, i.e.,

u(a + b - c) = u(a) + u(b) - u(c)    Va, b,c E Bv.

Of course, an affine action of a group V on a coset Bv = B + d in G defines (via

translation) another affine action on an open subgroup B of G (see Example 5).

If we had a joint "open-coset" partition of G for all elements u E U we could

easily (via Propositions 5, 6) reduce the action of U by automorphisms of A(G) to

the case of an affine action of V = Ux on an open subgroup B C G.

We do not know if for any compact group of piecewise affine transformations on

G there exists a joint "open-coset" partition.

This is obviously true for any finite family of transformations (ux,... ,un) and

therefore for any topologically finitely generated group U (i.e., a group which con-

tains a finitely generated dense subgroup), in particular for any compact Lie group

U.
We can formulate partial generalization of Theorem 1 along these lines.

THEOREM 2. If a topologically-finitely generated compact group U acts by au-

tomorphisms of the Fourier algebra A(G) on a LCA group G, then for any orbit

u C G, the representation RM is FM and the multiplicities k(Tc;Rw) satisfy

fc(7r;in<r"+/W)    VttGÍZ,

n being the dimension of the vector component of X.

Indeed, the weights p' and p" are trivial here. Hence m(p") = 1, a(p') =0, m =

n + 1 and the constant c(n, p) = ( ™£x ).
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5. A generalized version of Whitney's theorem and the proof of

Lemma 3.

5.1. Let S be a Banach space. We consider the space A = C0n(Rn;B) of all

m-smooth compactly supported functions /:Rn —> S, equipped with the usual

sequence of Sobolev's m-seminorms,

(5.1.1) ||/IL,q= £ II^/IIl-w),
|i/|<m

Q running over all compact subsets in Rn.  Given a function / G Gm(Rn, S) we

define its m-jet at a point x G Rn as a tuple of partial derivatives

Jm(f,x) = {{d"f)(x)}H<m E Jm ® S.

Here Jm = Jm(R") denotes the finite dimensional space of all scalar m-jets,

equivalently all polynomials in variables (xi,..., xn) of degree < m.

Multiplication with scalar functions <j> E Cçm(Rn) defines a C^-module structure

on the space A = C0n(Rn; B).

Let M be a submodule of A. For any point x G Rn we denote by M(x) the

localization of M at x,

(5.1.2) At(x) = {Jm(f, x) | V/ G M} C Jm ® S,

and by M(x) the closure of M(x) in Jm <g> S. We set

(5.1.3) At = {/ G A | Jm(f, x) E ~M(x) Vx G R"}.

A generalized version of Whitney's theorem is formulated as follows.

CONJECTURE. The closure M of any submodule M C A is equal to At. In

particular any closed submodule Al C A admits the characterization

(5.1.4) At = {/ G A | Jm(f, x) G Ât(x) Vx G Rn}.

This result was first proved in [26] for scalar functions (dim S = 1) and later for

vector-valued functions with values in a finite dimensional vector space S (see, for

instance [16, Chapter 2]).

Let us notice that the finite dimensional argument [16, Chapter 2] carries over

verbatim to prove a weaker version of (5.1.4), namely: if At is closed, then

(5.1.5) M = {fEA\ Jm(f, x) E Al(x) Vx G Rn}

(here localizations At(x) are substituted for their closures At(x)).

But simple examples show that localizations {At(x)}x€Rn may not be closed

(even for closed At) in the infinite dimensional case3 (they trivially are, if dim S <

co). This principal difference between two cases makes the first (strong) version

of Whitney's theorem for Banach vector-valued functions much more difficult. We

cannot prove it in general.

What we are able to prove here is a rather special case, yet sufficient for our

purpose (Lemma 3 of §3). Namely, we consider a commutative regular and Wiener

Banach algebra S with the Gelfand space X. Then A = C0n(Rn,B) is also a

commutative algebra with the Gelfand space Rn x X. We assume that a compact

group U acts by affine transformations on R™ and by automorphisms on S.

3This will typically happen in our setting, as explained below.
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The class of modules to be considered are the minimal ideals At = I(u) of the

algebra A corresponding to orbits u C Rn x X. Under certain assumptions on S

and the action of U on S (to be specified later on) we shall prove the equality I(u) =

(Z(w))~ for these modules. This result formulated as Lemma 3 was important in

the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 3 will follow from the results of this section. The first three of them

(Theorem 3, Lemmas 5 and 6) reduce the problem from the space of functions

Gm(R"; S) to certain spaces of smooth cross-sections of some [/-homogeneous vec-

tor bundles over the orbit fi C R". Roughly speaking we show that for any function

/ G Gm(R";S) its m-jet Jm(f,x) restricted on fi is uniquely determined by the

set of independent "normal derivatives" of /. Then in (5.5) we reformulate the

problem for vector bundles on which a Lie group U acts smoothly. Here invariant

differential operators (infinitesimal operators of induced representations) play the

role of partial derivatives dv'. Under certain assumptions (see §5.6) we prove the

equality of modules I(u) and Z(w))~ realized in spaces of smooth sections (The-

orem 4). Finally (5.7) we verify the assumptions of Theorem 4 in the setting of

Lemma 3, i.e., when S = AP(X) is the Fourier algebra on a compact abelian Lie

group X and U acts on X by translations.

Let us remark that our argument is quite different from the one known in the

finite dimensional case (cf. [26 and 16, Chapter 2]). It is heavily based upon some

peculiar features of our setting, particularly the following two:

(a) A homogeneity of spaces, bundles, modules, etc. with respect to the action

of a compact Lie group U.

(b) A possibility to study explicitly local (nonclosed) modules {At(x) | x G fi}

for At = I(u) and At = (J(w))~.

This study (§5.6) also reveals why localizations At(x) are not closed for At = I(u)

in general, the reason being an "interplay" between two actions of U. The action

on Rn results in an induced representation L on spaces of smooth cross-sections

over fi, while the action on X gives rise to a representation Ron B. In a somewhat

inaccurate form we can say that the interplay between R and L causes "local values"

(duf)(a) G S to be "smooth" with respect to R, i.e. (duf)(a) an element of a dense

subspace I(ua) fl Sm, whose S-closure is I(ua). Here Sm denotes the space of

m-smooth vectors of the representation R (see §5.3).

5.2. We shall start with a construction of some smooth vector bundles over orbits

fi of the group U in Rn or more generally over smooth manifolds fi C R™ and dis-

cuss spaces of smooth cross-sections on these bundles. These bundles will be used

to decompose the trivial jet-bundle over fi into "tangential" and "normal" compo-

nents. We shall also show that "purely" normal components uniquely determine

the jet (dv f)\w\<m restricted on fi.

The purpose of this study is to enable us to reformulate the problem (Whitney's

theorem) in terms of smooth sections of normal bundles.

Let fi C R" be a smooth closed submanifold. We consider R" equipped with

the natural inner product

n

(5.2.1) a-x = Y^a¿x;        (a, xGR").
i
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Since tangent spaces Ta = T"a(fi) (a G fi) are embedded in Rn, the inner product

(5.2.1) induces a Riemannian metric on fi.

We consider the following smooth vector bundles over fi:

(1) The trivial bundle fi x Rn equipped with the metric (inner product) (5.2.1).

(2) The tangent bundle (T, fi) with fibres Ta (the tangent space of fi at a G fi),

considered as a subbundle of fi X R™

(3) The normal bundle (A/,fi) whose fibres Na are orthogonal complements of

Ta in Rn with respect to the inner product (5.2.1).

Obviously, fi x R" is a direct orthogonal sum

(5.2.2) fixRn = (T©A/,fi).

We shall use the same notations T, M also for complexifications (T ®r C, fi)

and (M ®r C, fi) considered as subbundles of fi x Cn.

Let 5fe(Rn) denote the space of all symmetric fc-tensors over Rn and Sk(T),

Sk(M) the fcth symmetric tensor power of the bundles T and M. Obviously, the

trivial bundle fi x ¿7m(Rn) decomposes into the direct sum

(5.2.3) fixSm(R") =   0   Sk(T)®Si(M).
k-\-l=m

The sum in (5.2.3) is orthogonal with respect to the metric ("unitary structure")

induced on each fibre space Sk(Rn) by the inner product (5.2.1) on R™. The

trivial jet-bundle fi x Jm(Rn) is the sum 0^LO fi®5r(R") and hence decomposes

as0fc+i<mSfc(T)®5,(A/).

We denote by <f(r) and £k,i the bundles fix5r(Rn) (r = 0,1,..., m) and Sk(T)®

Si(M) (k,l = 0,1,...), respectively. Among those we are especially interested in

normal bundles Si(M).

Given a Banach space S let us define the following Banach vector bundles, each

of which is a tensor product of a finite dimensional bundle (£,fi) and the trivial

Banach bundle fi x B:
(4)fix(C"®S).
(5) Its subbundles (T ® S, fi) and ( A/ <g> S, fi).

(6) "Symmetric-tensor" bundles (£k,i®B,Q) (fc,/ > 0) and (£^®B,n) (r > 0).

If a finite dimensional bundle (<f, fi) possesses a metric (unitary structure), then

the product (£ ® S,fi) is identified with the bundle (Hom(<?, S);fi), whose fibres

are the spaces Ha = Hom(Zi'a; S) (a G fi). There is a natural (operator) norm in

each Ha, which makes Hom(£; S) a Banach bundle in the sense of [5], and a smooth

vector bundle in the usual ("finite dimensional") sense (cf. [25, Chapter 1]).

In this way one can identify bundles (£^®B,U), (£k,i®B,U), etc. with bundles

of symmetric multilinear forms (P^(B);il) and (^,¿(3);fi) whose fibres are the

spaces P^(a) and Pk,i(a). Here a form <p G P^r\a),

(5.2.4) c/>:R"x---xR"^S,

r times

is symmetric in all variables, while c/> G Pk,i(a),

(5.2.5) c6:Tax---xraxA^ax---x/Va^S,

fc times I times
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has a mixed (k,l) symmetry (in fc-tangent and /-normal variables separately).

The norm of an r-form cf>: Rn x • • • x Rn —► S is given by

(5.2.6) ||4||=     sup    110(6,..-,£r) || -
{Ili.ll<l>

If we fix a basis (ex,..., en) in Rn and denote by /„ G S the fth "matrix entry"

of a multilinear form <j>, v = (vx,..., vn), i.e.

(5.2.7) fv = cp(e\,...,ex;---en,...,en),
v-v-'      '-*-'

i/i  times i;n times

then (5.2.6) is equivalent to the norm

(5-2.8) 11011 = £ ||/„||.
kl=r

Since all the above Banach vector bundles are smooth in the obvious sense we

can introduce the following spaces of smooth sections: Tm(fi x Cn) = Gm(fi; Rn);

Ym(Q; T); Ym(Ü; £ M ® B); Ym(U; £k,i ® S), etc. (m = 0,1,..., co).

These spaces have a natural structure of modules over the algebra of m-smooth

functions Gm(fi). As in (5.2.4), (5.2.5) they can also be characterized in terms

of multilinear "module-maps". For instance, rm(fi;£'^' ® 3) is identified with

the space of all m-smooth symmetric multilinear forms from the Gm(fi)-module

rm(fi;Rn) into the Gm(fi)-module Gm(fi; 3),

</>:rm(fi;Rn)x-.-xrTO(fi;Rn)^Gm(fi;S),

r times

S.t.

<M/6; • • • ; Cr) = M£i, ...,&)  v/ g Gm(fi), 6 • ■ • 6 g rm(fi, R"),

and

4(...€<,...,Ç,-...) = 4(...6--"6"0   Vî'<i-
Similarly elements c/> G Tm(fi; ffe^ ® S) map

rm(fi; T)x ■ • • xrm(fi; T) x Tm(fi; A/)x • • • xrm(fi; M) -» Gm(fi, 3)

fc times Í times

and have a (fc, /)-mixed symmetry

As in (5.2.3) we get a decomposition

(5.2.9) Ym(Q;£^®B)=  0 Tm(fi; £k,i ® B).
k+l=r

A (fc, Z)-component of a section <j> E Tm(fi; £^ ® 3) is obtained by restriction of

the form cf> onto the subspace of all tuples (6,..., £k, nx,..., ip) of fc tangent fields

& G rm(fi; T) and / normal fields r¡s E Ym(ü; M).

5.3. Next we want to introduce "partial derivatives" and Sobolev's m-norms in

spaces of smooth sections. There are different ways of doing this.

The standard definition uses "local coordinates" on the bundle (fi;£) and a

partition of unity on fi. Precisely, a local trivialization on (fi, £) defines a "pull-

back" isomorphism between a subspace Y0n(A;£) of all sections supported in a
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local neighborhood A C fi and the space C(m(Rk; E), k = dim fi; E = Ex (x G fi).

Then the m-norm of C0n(Rk;E) is "pushed forward" on T0n(A; £).

We write "global" m-seminorms using a partition of unity {ipi}i subordinated

to an open covering {A¿}¿ of a compact Q C fi, i.e.

(5.3.1) IMkQ = £l|V^||r~(A,,£).
i

One can show that different coverings and partitions of unity define equivalent

m-seminorms.

Another way to define seminorms is to use covariant derivatives Vj on the bundle

(<?,fi) (£ is a tangent vector field on fi). Choosing a collection of vector fields

f i, ■ • ■, £m on Q s.t. £i(a) ^ 0 Va G Q, we set

(5.3.2) U\\m,Q=    Yl   sup|!V€l...V€fc(0)(x)[|E:c.
0<fc<mlG<2

Here || • H^ means norm (metric) on the fibre Ex.

Once again different choices of vector fields give equivalent seminorms, and those

are equivalent to (5.3.1).

Let us describe explicitly covariant derivatives in our setting, as we shall need

them later on. We denote by dx,... ,dn the basic partial derivatives on Rn re-

stricted on fi, considered as elements (sections) of the trivial bundle fi x Cn. They

form a basic of free generators of the Cm(fi)-module Tm(fi x C") i.e. any <p E

rm(fi x Cn) splits uniquely into a linear combination Y^l cj{x)dj, with c¿ G Gm(fi).

Then
n

VîM = Eôî(c^>        £Gr(fi;r),
i

where d^ denotes a Lie derivative of a function Cj along £.  Taking tangential or

normal components of V^(c6) for cj> G rm(fi, T) or rm(fi, M) respectively, we get

covariant derivatives on the tangent and normal bundles T and A/, which then can

be extended to all "tensor-bundles" £k,i and £ (r>.  Notice that for £ ^-sections,

realized as multilinear forms, the covariant derivative is given by

r

(5.3.3) (V€0)(i;tji, ...,!?,) = V€[0(i;rn,...,m)] - J]cp(x; ■ ■ ■ V^nt) ■ • •),
¿=i

xGfi, r,x,...,nrEY(n;Cn).

In the case when fi is an orbit of a compact Lie group [/, acting on R", we shall

need yet another chaxacterization of Tm(fi, £ ® B) and m-seminorms. Any such U

acts smoothly on all the above vector bundles £ = £k,i; £^ etc. and consequently

on the spaces of cross-sections on £ by the induced representation L. The infinites-

imal generators of L, elements of the Lie algebra i) of [/, are given by certain 1st

order differential operators.

We fix a basis {hi,...,hk} in i) (fc = dim$)) and consider corresponding dif-

ferential operators and all their (noncommutative) polynomials, elements of the

universal enveloping algebra íl(íl). These operators will play the role of partial

derivatives in the Euclidean case. The space Tm(fi; £ ®B) will be characterized in

terms of smooth vectors of the induced representation of U and the m-norm will

be defined using the above basis (hi,...,hk).
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Let us first recall the definition of m-smooth vectors for a general Banach rep-

resentation R of a Lie group. Let u i-> R^ be a representation of U on a Banach

space S. A vector c G S is called m-smooth if the function u i-> Ru(ç) from U

to S is m-smooth. We denote by Sm the subset of all m-smooth vectors in 3.

It is well known that each Bm is a dense [/-invariant subspace of 3, the spaces

Sm (m = 0,1,...) form a decreasing chain S = So D Si 2 S2 5 • • •, and their

intersection Soo = Dm=i &m known as the Garding space of the representation is

also dense in S. Elements of the Lie algebra ft act on S by infinitesimal operators

*«> = í Äexptfc(f) (c G Si, ci G ft).
o

Obviously Rh(Bj) C Sy-i Vj > 1, h G ft. Moreover, each element p = p(/ii,..., hk)

of the universal enveloping algebra il(ft) maps Bj into 3-,-degp provided j > degp.

Let us fix a basis {hi,... ,hk} in ft. For a multi-index v = (vi,..., vk) we denote

by /i" the monomial f]i h%* E il(ft). Though the elements {hi,..., /ifc} C ft may

not commute they satisfy the commutation relation hthj—hjhi = [hi, hj] and by the

well-known Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem [23, Chapter 3] any element p G ll(ft)

is uniquely represented as a linear combination

p=   Yl c"hV        (m = de8P)-
\v\<m

We define the "abstract" m-norm on the space Sm as

(5-3.4) ||ç||m =   £  HJMdll-
|i^|<m

Since all operators Rn (h E ft) are closed as generators of strongly continuous

groups one can show that Bm is a Banach space with respect to the m-norm. It

is invariant under the representation R and the restriction u —» Ru \ Bm is a

continuous (in m-norm) Banach representation of U.

By its definition (5.3.4) the m-norm depends upon a particular choice of basis

{hi,..., hk} in ft. But in fact one easily shows using the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt

Theorem, that different bases give equivalent m-norms.

Now we shall describe explicitly infinitesimal generators Lh (h E ft), m-smooth

vectors and m-norms for induced representations L.

Let (£,fi) be a smooth [/-homogeneous finite dimensional vector bundle with

fibres {Ea \ a E fi} and a cocycle r(a,u),

r(a,u):Ea —> Eau        (aEfl;uEU).

We consider a Banach space S and define a smooth Banach vector bundle

(£ ® S,fi), the action of U on S being trivial.

Let D = r(fi; £ ® 3) denote the space of all bounded continuous sections of

(£ ® S,fi) equipped with L°°-norm.

The action of U on (£ ® 3, fi) defines an induced representation on the space V,

(5.3.5) (Luf)(a) = (r(a, u)"1 ® l)[/(a")]        (u G U, f G V),

where 1 stands for the trivial representation of U on S. The representation L is a

tensor product of the induced representation on the space T(fi; £) (which will also
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be denoted by L, if it does not cause confusion) and the trivial representation on

3. Indeed, the space V decomposes into the product

D = T(fi; £® B) = Y(U,£)®' B

with a uniform (L°°) cross-norm,

(5.3.6) Y.1, sup ^2fj{x)bj (fj E T(fi; £), bj E S),

i.e. D coincides with the closure of all linear combinations ^ fj ® bj in the norm

(5.3.6).
The infinitesimal operators Ln (h E ft) of the induced representation L are first

order differential operators on the bundle (£,fi) (cf. [25, Chapter 1]), respectively

elements p G 2l(ft) (degp = r) define rth order differential operators. Let us

notice that in the case of the trivial bundle £ = fi x E and the trivial cocycle

(t(x,u) = 1   Vx,u), the induced representation has a form

(Luf)(x) = f(xu),        fEY(n,£) = C(n;E).

Hence infinitesimal operators Lh (h E ft) are differentiations along [/-invariant

tangent vector fields £ = £(/i) G r°°(fi;T), the images of elements h E ft in

r°°(fi,T),

(Lhf)(x) = (di(h)f)(x) = jt

We remind the reader that the action of U on fi defines a homomorphism of ft into

the Lie algebra r°°(fi, T).
When the bundle £ = fi x E is trivial but the cocycle r(x, u) is not we get

f(xexpth)

(5.3.8) (Lhf)(x) = (di{h)f)(x) + B(h,x)f(x).

Here the first-order term is a tangential derivative d^n) and the zero-order term

is a multiplication with End(Z5)-valued C°°-function B(h,-), which depends on

h E ft and the cocycle t(x,u). Finally if both (f,fi) and the cocycle t(x,u) are

nontrivial, the "tangential derivative" d$ along £ = £(/i) G r°°(fi;T) is replaced

in (5.3.8) by a covariant derivative V¿ on the bundle £, i.e. (5.3.8) takes a form

(5.3.9) (Lh<t>)(x) = (V i(h)<p)(x) + B(h,x)<p(x),        ct>EYl(ü,£).

The following lemma gives a characterization of Ym(U;£ ® B) and m-norms

(5.3.1), (5.3.2) in terms of L.

LEMMA 5. Let (£,fi) be a smooth finite dimensional U-homogeneous vector

bundle over fi. The space of smooth sections Tm(fi; £ ®B) is equal to the space Dm

of all m-smooth vectors of the induced representation L on the space of continuous

sections D = Y(Q;£®B). The m-norms on Ym(Cl;£ ®B) defined by (5.3.1), (5.3.2)

and by L, (5.3.4), are equivalent.

The proof of Lemma 5 is fairly standard, but for convenience we include it in

Appendix A.

5.4. After all necessary preparations in the preceding sections (5.2)^(5.3) we

are able to start the reduction procedure of the main problem.  The first step is
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to reduce the problem from the space of m-smooth S-valued functions on R™ to

"jet-functions" on fi.

Precisely, let fi be a closed subset of R™, Z0(fi, S) denote the (nonclosed) sub-

module of A = Cm(Rn; S), whose elements, viewed as S-valued functions on Rn,

vanish at a neighbourhood of fi, and let Z(fi, 3) be the closure of Z0(fi; S) in A, the

minimal Cm-module with "hull fi".

Notice that for closed subset fi C Rn, the submodule At = Z(fi; S) of A has the

"Whitney-type" characterization

(5.4.1) /(fi; B) = {fE Cm(Rn; 3); Jm(f, a) = 0 Va G fi}.

Indeed, the localizations of At are closed,

(5.4.2) At(a)=0   VaGfi    and    M(a) = Jm ® B    Va £ fi.

The first equality in (5.4.2) is obvious, while the second follows from the existence

for any point a ^ fi and a tuple (fe„)|i,|<m G Jm ® S of a smooth function / G

Gm(Rn; S) with the given jet {(du f)(a) = 6„}|„|<m at {a},and such that / vanishes

at a neighborhood of fi.

As we mentioned earlier, the "finite dimensional" argument of Whitney's the-

orem (see [16, Chapter 2]) applies to any module At with closed localizations

At(x) (x G Rn). So we get the equality At = At, which in our case has the form

(5.4.1).
We shall consider a quotient space A/I(U; 3). Any element / G A/I(£l; S) can

be identified with a tuple of partial derivatives restricted on fi,

(5.4.3) f„(a) = duf\n,        aGfi, \v\<m.

From Taylor's Theorem it follows that S-valued continuous functions {fu E

G(fi, S), \v\ < m} satisfy the relations

(5.4.4) /„(x)-     J2      -,U+n(a)(z-aT = o{\x-a\m-M)    Vx,a G fi, \u\ < m.
M<m-IH

Following [16], we call any tuple F = (/„)|„|<m of continuous S-valued functions

{/„} on a closed set fi satisfying (5.4.4) a Whitney function on fi. The left-hand

side of (5.4.4) is called a ¡^-remainder of F and denoted by (R?F)(x,a).

On the space Cm(fi; 3) of all Whitney functions on fi one introduces a sequence

of seminorms (see [16, Chapter 2])

(5-4.5) ||FL,Q=   £  ll/,||L«(g)+sup{K^#; x,aEQ\,
\v\<m til )

where Q runs over all compact subsets of fi. If fi itself is compact, then Q = fi in

(5.4.5) defines as usual a Banach norm ||i^||^ on Cm(fi, 3).

We have already seen that any m-smooth function / G Gm(R"; S) gives rise to

a Whitney function F = (fv)\v\<m by (5.4.3).

Conversely, in the scalar (S = C) and finite-dimensional (dim S < co) cases

the well-known Extension Theorem of Whitney asserts that any Whitney function

F = (fv)\v\<m is obtained from some / G Gm(R"; 3). Moreover, the "extension"

F —> / can be made a bounded linear operator. Precisely,
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PROPOSITION 8. There exists a linear operator W:Cm(fi;S) -» Gm(R";S),

s.t.

(1) d"{WF) |n= /„ V|i/| < m,

(2) ||WF||m,Q < C\\F\\'miQ VF G Cm(fi; S), Q C fi.

The "finite dimensional" argument of this theorem (cf. [16, Chapter 1]) carries

over verbatim to Banach vector-valued functions. Thus we get an isomorphism

(5.4.6) Gm(R";S)/Z(fi;S) = CTn(fi;S),

for any closed subset fi C Rn.   Let us notice that the isomorphism (5.4.6) is

topological.

Now we shall assume that fi is a smooth submanifold of R". The following

important theorem gives a characterization of the quotient space A/I(Q, 3), equiv-

alent^ the space of Whitney functions Cm(fi, S), for closed submanifolds fi C R™,

in terms of normal bundles over fi.

THEOREM 3. (I) If fi is a closed submanifold ofRn, then there is a natural

isomorphism of the spaces

m

(5.4.7) Cm(fi; S) = A/I(ü; S) = 0^(0; £t ® 3),
1=0

where £i = £o,i denotes the Ith symmetric tensor power of the normal bundle £¡ =

Si(M) andYk(ü;£i®B) the space of all k-smooth sections of the bundle (£¡®B,Q).

(II) Moreover, if fi is an orbit of a Lie group U acting smoothly on fi and on

the normal bundle (fi, A/), then the isomorphism (5.4.7) is topological, i.e. the sum

of (m - l)-norms (5.3.4) on the spaces rm_i(fi, £p ® B) is equivalent to the norm

(5.4.5) on the space of Whitney functions, the latter in its turn being equivalent to

ordinary (without the "remainder") m-norm,

n jtii' ll f 11        —   V^   Il r n
Fllm.Q ~ H-nU.Q -    ¿^    H/"II¿00(Q)-

\v\<m

For convenience the proof of Theorem 3 will be given in Appendix B. Here we

shall only describe explicitly the isomorphism (5.4.7) and mention some important

facts derived in the argument.

Given a jet-function {fif(x)}\i,\<m on fi we construct a tuple of symmetric r-

forms </>(r) G T(fi; £^ ® S), r = 0,1,... ,m, whose "matrix entries" are functions

(/„)l„l=r., i.e. a symmetric multilinear form cp^ evaluated on a tuple of basic vector

fields

dx,... ,di;d2,... ,d2; ... ;dn,... ,dn,        v = (vx,v2,... ,vn),

i^i-times /^2-times i>n-times

is equal to

(5.4.8) 4>W(x;di,...,di;...;dn,...) = U(x),       x G fi.

By multilinearity and symmetry c/>'r) extends to all other tuples £i,..., £r; £, =

E"=i %(z)dj 6 T(fi x Cn), hence defines an element of T(fi; £^ ® B).

It turns out that the forms {c/>(r)}£L0 constructed from a jet (fu)\v\<m are (m-r)-

smooth,

(5.4.9) cp^EYm-r(n;£^®B),
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and related in the following way; for any tangent field £ G T(fi; T) and a tuple

i7i,...,!?r€r(nxcw)1

(5.4.10)      Ví[0W](r7l,...,m) = c/.(''+1»(£;77l,...,m),        r = 0,1,... ,m - 1.

In differential-geometric terms the right-hand side of (5.4.10) means the contraction

i£ of the tensor-field c/>(r+1). So (5.4.10) can also be stated as the equality V^cf>^ =

i^r+1\

Expanding c/>(r' into the sum of (fc, ¿)-components cf>^ = 0fe+/=r 4>k,i according

to (5.2.4) and using (5.4.9), (5.4.10) one can show that all {4>k,i}k>o are uniquely

determined by the normal components {</>o,¡}¡ILo ana^ {^o,(} are (m-/)-smooth (see

Appendix B for details).
5.5. Now we return to the problem posed at the beginning of the section, i.e., the

study of minimal ideals I(u) of the algebra A = C07l(Rn; 3) with hull uCR"xI,

an orbit of the compact group U acting on Rn and S.

Denote by fi = p(u) the projection of u on Rn (the orbit of U in R") and for

any a G fi denote by ua the fibre p~l(a) ("1 u, identified with the orbit in X of the

stabilizer Ua of a E fi. We have to prove the equality

(5.5.1) I(u) = {fEA\ Jm(f, a)EJm® I(ua) Va G fi},

where I(ua) is the minimal closed ideal of S with the hull ua C X. We denote by

I(u) the right-hand side of (5.5.1).

The results of §§5.3-5.4 will be used in order to reformulate the problem in terms

of smooth sections over fi. For this it is more convenient to consider nonclosed

minimal ideals Io{ua) (a E fi) of the algebra 3, and Zo(u;) of the algebra A. By

definition they consist of all functors vanishing at a neighborhood of ua and u. The

minimal ideals I(ua) C S and I(u) C A are closures of Zo(wa) and Io(u) in S and

A respectively.

The corresponding equality for nonclosed ideals should be

(5.5.2) I0(u) = {fEA\ Jm(f,a) E Jm ® I0(ua) Va G fi}

which is obviously false as the left-hand side is included in the right, but not vice

versa. However both sides of (5.5.2) become equal after factorization modulo the

minimal ideal Z(fi; S) (notice that both sides of (5.5.1) contain Z(fi; S)). Precisely,

the quotient I0(u)/I(Ù; B) is equal to a subspace Alo = {F G Cm(fi; S) | F(a) E

Jm ® Io(ua), a G fi} in the space of Whitney functions.

Another way to state the equality

(5.5.3) ZoH/Z(fi;S) = Ato

is to say that each Whitney function F = (fv)v<m on fi with the property fv(a) E

Io{ua) Va G fi, extends to a smooth function f(x) E Gm(Rn;S), vanishing at a

neighborhood of u. In such a form (5.5.3) follows from the explicit construction

of an extension operator W:F-*f'm Whitney's Theorem [16, Chapter 1, §3].

Namely, the value of / = W F at x is obtained as a linear combination of "Taylor

series" E(VI/0/^(a)(x ~~ aY at "nearby" points {a} C fi. Taking x sufficiently

close to fi all Taylor coefficients {fu(a)}u<m at "nearby" a's have a common open

"hull" A c X (a neighborhood of ua), i.e. {fv(a)}„, consequently the value of / at

x, f(x) E S, belong to the minimal ideal Z(A) of S. The "size" of A depends only
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on the distance between x and fi, hence the function f(x) = WF E A vanishes at

a neighborhood of u.

After (5.5.3) the problem can be reformulated in terms of modules in the space

of Whitney functions on fi. Along with Ato we consider a closed submodule

At = {F G Cm(fi; 3) | F(a) E Jm ® I(ua) Va G fi}.

Then (5.5.3) is equivalent to

(5.5.4) At = Ato    (the closure in Cm(fi; S)).

Next we shall apply the isomorphism (5.4.7) of Theorem 3,

m

Cm(fi;S)^0rm-í(fi;^®3),       £i = St(M),
1=0

to write Ato and At as direct sums of submodules in the spaces of smooth sections.

LEMMA 6. (1) The images of modules Mo and At under the isomorphism (5.4.7)

decompose into the direct sum

m m

Ato = 0Ato,í,    At = 0At;,
(=0 1=0

where Mo,i, Mi cYm-l(Q;£i®B).

(2) The components Ato,; and Mi (/ = 0,..., m) are characterized as

Ato,/ = {4> G rm-'(fi; £i ® B) | 4>(a) E St(Na) ® I0(ua), Va G fi},

(5.5.5) At, = {4> E Ym-l(Ü; £t®B)\ (Lvcf>)(a) E St(Na) ® I(ua),

Va G fi, \v[<m — I}.

Here Lv = LhP are differential operators of the induced representation L on the

bundle (<?¡ ® S; fi) and Lh, h E ft, are given by (5.3.9).

PROOF. To check the first equality (5.5.5) we observe that the left-hand side is

included in the right-hand side. Indeed for F E Mo local S-values of its coefficients

fu{a) E Io(ua) V\v\ < m, hence forms {c/>(r)(a)}£L0 with matrix-entries {f^(a)}\u\=r

belong to Sr(Rn)®Io(ua) (vanish at a neighbourhood of ua) as well as their normal

components, </>o,¡(a) G Si(Na) ® IQ(ua).

Conversely, if a tuple of (0, /)-forms has local values vanishing at a neighbourhood

of ua, c/>o,¡(a) G Si(Na) ® Io(ua), then one can show (cf. Appendix B) that the

forms 4>(rî obtained from cj>0ii by iterated "differentiation (5.4.10)" will have the

same property,

tp{r)(a) E Sr(Rn) ® I0(ua),    Va G fi.

Then of course all matrix entries of <¡¿-r\ {fu{a)}u belong to Io{ua) and the jet

F = (/„)|„|<m G At0.

To prove the inclusion At¡ C "right-hand side of (5.5.5)" in the second equality

it suffices to check that for any c/>(r) G rm_r(fi; £^ ® B) obtained from a Whitney

function F G At, one has

(Lvcp^)(a) E Sr(Rn) ® I(ua)   Va G fi, \v\<m- r.
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But F G At implies

^r\a;ni,...,nr)El(ua)    Va G fi, Vr/i,... ,nr E G°°(fi;Rn).

By (5.4.12) an infinitesimal operator Lh (h E ft) maps <j>^ into the form

(Lh^)(a;ni,... ,rjr) =^+1)(a; e(fc),i?i,. ■ • ,»?r)

-r-Zi(ci,a)c/)(r)(a;'7i,...,r?r),

whose S-value at {a} is obviously in I(ua) for all a G fi, ci G ft and all tuples,

»ii,...,m G G°°(fi;R"). So

(Lh¿<r))(a)G/(w0)®Sr(Rn)        (a efi).

Iterating this formula fc times (fc < m — r) we get

(5.5.6) (LhlLh2---Lhk4>^)(a)El(ua)®Sr(Rn)        (a G fi), V>i, ■ • ■ hk C ft.

Conversely, if a form c/)'7") G Ym"r(Q;£^ ® S) satisfies (5.5.6) with fc = 0,

the coefficients (/„)|„|=r of the form c/>(r) are obviously in Z(wQ). Thus we get: a

Whitney function F G At if and only if

(5.5.7) (L»cp^)(a) E I(ua) ® Sr(Rn)   Va G fi, 0 < r < m, \u\<m-r.

Formula (5.5.5) follows when we restrict each form 4>(r\ r = 0,1,... ,m, to its

normal component c/>o,/, / = r.

5.6. The problem we have to deal with now can be reformulated as follows. Let

(£,fi) be a finite dimensional smooth [/-homogeneous vector bundle with fibres

{E(a):a E fi} and a cocycle r(a,u) (a E fi,u G U). Given a Banach space S we

consider a Banach vector bundle (£ ® S,fi) with the trivial action of U on the

second factor. As above we denote by L the induced representation of Í7 on the

spaces of smooth sections Tm(fi; £), Ym(ü;£®B) (m = 0,1,...) and by Lh (h E ft)

its infinitesimal (differential) operators.

Let us also assume that we are given a representation R of U on S and a system

of (nonclosed) subspaces of S, {Zo(a) | a G fi}, with the property

(5.6.1) Ruhia) = I0{au)    Va G fi, u E U.

In our case Zo(wa) will play the role of Zo(a).   We denote by 1(a) the closure of

Zo(a) in S (in our case 1(a) = I(ua)). Then we also have

(5.6.2) Rul(a) = I(au)    Va G fi, uEU.

Given systems of subspaces {Z0(a)}aen and {Z(a)}Qgn we can define a pair of

submodules Ato and At in the space of smooth sections Tm(fi; £ ® S), similar to

(5.5.5),

Ato = {/ G rm(fi; £ ® B) | f(a) E E(a) ® I0(a) Va G fi},

At = {/ G rm(fi; £ ® B) | (Luf)(a) E E(a) ® 1(a) Va G fi, |i/| < m}.

We have to prove the equality

(5.6.4) At = >To    (the closure in the m-norm on Tm(fi; £ ® B)).

For this we shall impose some conditions on the spaces {Zo(a); Z(a)}aen and the

action of U on (£,fi) and 3, which eventually enable us to "localize" the problem
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to a single point a G fi and thus to solve it. Later we shall check these conditions in

the case that we are mostly interested in, i.e., when S = AP(X) is a Fourier algebra

on a compact group X and U acts by translations on X.

The conditions are:

(I) If a smooth section / G Ato C Ym(ü; £ ® S), then all "partial derivatives"

(£"/) (M < m) satisfy

(5.6.5) (Ll/f)(a)EE(a)®I(a)   Va G fi,

i.e., any "derivative" Vf of an element / G Ato is itself in the "At-type" subspace

of the space rm-H(fi; £ ® S).

Notice that instead of infinitesimal operators L one can use covariant derivatives,

V£| ■ • ■ V£, in (5.6.5), fa being tangent vector fields. We need property (I) in order

to have the inclusion Ato C At.

(II) The subspace Io(a) D Sm is dense in the m-norm of Sm in the space

I(a)m = {b E Bm | Rv(b) E 1(a) V|i/| < m},

for all a G fi.  Here Ru are products of infinitesimal operators Z?£j • • ■ Rf1 corre-

sponding to elements hi,.. .,hk E f).A

(III) For any a G fi the subspace Zo(a) is stable under the primary (isotypical)

decomposition of the representation v —> Ry of the stabilizer Ua on S (see §1.2),

i.e., if 6 G I0(a), then Pa(b) E Z0(a) Ver G Ûa.

(IV) The submodule Ato is stable under the primary decomposition of the rep-

resentation L® R of the group U, i.e., if / G Ato C Ym(ü; £ x S), then Pff(/) G

Ato V* G Û.

THEOREM 4. Let (£, fi) be a finite dimensional smooth U-homogeneous vector

bundle, R a representation ofU on a Banach space S and {Zo(a), Z(a)}a€n a system

of subspaces of S satisfying conditions (I)—(II). If the submodules Ato and At in the

spaces of sections Tm(fi; £ ®B) are defined by (5.6.3), then

At = Ato    {the closure in the m-norm of rm(fi; £ ® B)).

PROOF. First notice that the space A = Tm(fi; £ ® B) has a natural tensor

product structure, A = Tm(fi; £) ®' B with "m-uniform cross-norm",

Y.I,
|i^|<m

max Y,Lv(f3)(x)®b3 xG fi

(fj E Gm(fi; £"), bj E B). The group U acts on A by tensor product of the induced

representation L on Tm(fi; £ ) and the representation R on S.

The submoudles Ato and At of A are invariant under the representation L®' R

on rm(fi, £) ®' B. So they decompose into the direct sum of their 7r-primary

components (tc e U). This is obvious for the closed L ® Z2-invariant subspace At

of A and for Ato follows from assumption (IV). Since Ato(7r) C At(7r) it suffices to

prove the equality

(5.6.6) AtoW = MM    for all tc g Û.

4The notation L(a)m has a slightly different meaning from that of Bm, as 1(a) is not U-

invariant, but only "[/„-". However we consider m-smooth vectors of L(a) with respect to the

whole Lie algebra ft of U.
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Let us first prove it for the trivial representation tc = 1 G Ü. The 1-component

A(l) consists of all [/-invariants of the representation L® R, i.e.,

fEA(l)^(L®R)uf = f   VciGi/.

Consequently, the 1-primary components of At and Ato consist of all L<g>Z?-invariants

of At and Ato respectively.

The invariance relation (5.6.7) implies that each section / G A(l) is uniquely

determined by its value at a single point a G fi and the element f(a) E E(a) ® S is

invariant under the representation v —> r(a, v) ® Ry of the stabilizer Ua,

(5.6.7) (T(a,v-1)®Rv)[f(a)} = f(a)   VvEUa.

We rewrite the invariance relation (5.6.7) in infinitesimal form, i.e., for elements

h of the Lie algebra ft

[(Lh ® I)f[(a) = -(I ® Rh)(f(a))       (h E ft).

Consequently,

(5.6.8) [(V®I)f}(a) = (-l)\"\(I®If)[f(a)}.

The latter equality shows that the vectors {b = f(a) G E(a) ® S, / G A(l)} are

m-smooth with respect to the rerpesentation I ® R on E(a) ® B. Conversely, any

m-smooth vector b E E(a) ® Sm, which satisfies (5.6.7) extends to a [/-invariant

m-smooth section /(x) G .4(1) such that f(a) = b. Namely,

(5.6.9) f(x) = T(a,u)®R~1(b),

where x = au. By (5.6.7) f(x) is independent on a particular choice of an element

uEU, which takes a to x. So (5.6.9) defines a continuous section f(x) satisfying

the invariance relation (5.6.6). To check that f(x) is m-smooth let us compute its

"partial derivatives" {Luf}v. Obviously, at the point {a}

(Llf)(a) = (-lt\Rl(b),

exists for all [v\ < m and h = (hi,...,hk) C ft. Then for any other point x G fi

we get

(Vf)(x) = (T(a,u)®R-1)[(Lad-y{h,)f)(a)[

(5-6-11} =(r(a,«)®Ä-1)(-l)Mx   £  aVi/1(u)Ä"(5).

The coefficients a„iM(u) in the sum (5.6.11) are obtained from the expansion

of an element ad"1 (hu) E 2l(ft) in the Poincaré -Birkhoff-Witt basis {ciM}|^|<|„|,

where h = (hi, ...,hk) is a basis in ft.

So a partial derivative V(f) exists and is continuous for all \u\ < m, i.e., / G

Tm(fi; £ ® B). Thus we get the following characterization of A(l): a section / G

A(l) iff

(a) b = f(a)EE(a)®Bm   Va G fi,

(b) (r(a,u)-1®Ru)(b) = b   VuEUa.
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Moreover, m-norms in the spaces E(a) ® Bm and A(l) C Ym(U;£ ® B) are

equivalent. Indeed,

W(b)\\ = \\(Vf)(a)\\ <sup{\\(Vf)(x)\\:xEQ}.

So ||b||m < ||/||m. The inverse inequality follows from (5.6.11).

Conditions (5.6.12) yield a similar characterization of 1-components M(l) C M

and Ato(l) C M0. Namely, / G M0(l) iff

(5 6 13) (a)   5 = /(a)e£(a)®Uo(a)nSm)   Va G fi,

(b)    (r(a,u)-1®Ru)b = b   MuEUa.

Correspondingly, / G M(l) iff

(a) (6) = f(a) E E(a) ® Bm and

(5.6.14) Ä"(5)€£(a)®(I(a)nfl(TO_M))   V|i/| < m,

(b) (T(a,u)-1®Ru)b = b   V«€l/0.

Now let b E E(a) ® Bm satisfy (5.6.14). By property (II) it can be approximated

by 60 G E(a) ® (Io(a) n Sm), such that ||b - ¿o||m < £■ Since any Banach repre-

sentation of a compact group is bounded there exists a constant c = c(R, m) such

that

(5.6.15) ||5-Äu(So)IU = ||Äu(5-So)||m<ce   Vu G [/„.

Averaging the function b — Ru(bo) over Ua we get

||5-5o(i)IL<c£

where 6n(l) = /^ Ru(b~o) du is the 1-component of bo- By (III) 6~o(l) is in E(a) ®

Zo(a) along with 60, and it satisfies the invariance relation (5.6.12)(b).

If f(x) and /o(x) is a pair of continuous sections in M(l) and Mo(l) obtained

from the local values b and 60 (1) by (5.6.9), then

||/-/o||m<c'||5-5o(l)llm<c'c£.

This proves the equality Ato(l) = M(l) for 1-primary components. In order

to prove it for a nontrivial tc e U we shall realize the spaces Ato M and At(7r) as

1-primary components of a certain finite extension of the bundle £ ®B.

Let d = d(7r) = d(rc*) be a degree of tc. We consider a smooth vector bundle

£' = £ ®Cd (Cd is identified with the trivial bundle fi x Cd) and a cocycle

r'(a, u) = r(a,u) ®tc*(u)        (a E fi, u G U).

As above we define a Banach vector bundle (£' ® S,fi), the space of sections

A' = Tm(fi; £' ® S) and the submodules At0 and At' of A'.

Conditions (I) through (IV) are easily verified for the new representation V and

modules At' and At0. Notice that the space Tm(fi; £') = Tm(fi; £) ® Cd and the

representation L' = L®tc*.

Let A'(l), M'(l) and M0(l) be 1-primary components of the representation

L' ® R acting on the spaces A', M' and At0 respectively. Since A' = A ® Cd we

can attach to each section /' G A' a tuple (/1,..., f¿) of sections fj G A. Let us

define a continuous linear map W: A' —* A as W: f —» 5Zi=i fj- W is easily verified
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to map A'(l), M'(l), and M0(l) onto A(tc), M(tc) and Mo(tc) respectively. As we

have already proved M0(l) = M'(l), then of course, Atoi^) = M(7r) V7r G U, which

implies Ato = M. The theorem is proved.

5.7. In order to apply Theorem 4 to the proof of Lemma 3 we have only to check

the above conditions (I)-(IV) in the case when S = AP(X) is the Fourier algebra on

the compact abelian Lie group X with a finite weight p on the dual group A = X.

The representation R of U on S is given by translations

(Ruf)(x) = f(x + l(u))        (f E Ap(X), u E U),

where /:[/—► X is a group homomorphism.

We also assume that U acts by affine transformations on R™. Then for any orbit

u C R" x X with a projection fi C R™ and fibres ua C X(a E fi), we shall define

a system of subspaces {Zo(a)}a6n and {Z(a)}aen as nonclosed and closed minimal

ideals of S, Io{a) = Z0(wa), 1(a) = I(ua).

Each ua C X is an orbit of a stabilizer Ua acting on X by translations and a

subgroup Z = l(Ua) C X is independent of a G fi. Therefore all ua (a G fi) are

cosets of the same (fixed) subgroup Z EX.

LEMMA 7. The system of subspaces {Io{ua), Z(wa)}aGn and the representation

R of the group U on the space S = AP(X) satisfy properties (I)-(IV).

PROOF. Properties (I), (III) and (IV) are easily verified. For instance, to check

(I) we note that, if for some / G Tm(fi; £ ® B) an element b = f(a) E E(a) ® AP(X)

considered as a vector-function on X,

b(x) = (bi(x),...,bk(x)),       bj[x) E AP(X), k = dimE(a),

vanishes at a neighborhood Aa of ua (Aa C X), then there exists a pair of neigh-

borhoods A', a neighborhood of a in fi, and A" a neighborhood of ua in X, such

that A" contains all ux (x E A'), i.e., all elements f(x) (x G A') satisfy

/(x)G£(x)®Z0(A")       (xgA').

Then, of course, all covariant partial derivatives (V"/)(a) "vanish on A", i.e.,

(Vf)(a) E E(a) ® I0(ua)    V|i/| < m.

Consequently, (Luf)(a) E E(a) ® Z0(wa), V|i^| < m. Since the latter holds for any

point a G fi we obtain property (I).

To check (III) we take an element b E AP(X) that vanishes at a neighborhood

A of a coset ua = Z + x and notice that there exists a Z-invariant neighborhood

A' C A of ua. Then all isotypical components bx (x E Z) will vanish on A'.

To check (IV) let us note that the module Ato in our case is a union of closed

L ® Z2-invariant submodules {Ma}acx defined as follows. Fix a neighborhood A

of the subgroup Z in X and consider a neighborhood AQ = ua + A of an orbit

ua C X. We put Za(<i) = Z(Aa) to be the minimal closed ideal of S with the hull

Aa. Obviously, Rul^ia) = Za(ou) (a G fi, uE U). Define a closed submodule AIa

similarly to the definition (5.6.3) of Alo,

Ma = {/ G Tm(fi, £ ® B) | f(a) E E(a) ® IA(a) Va G fi}.

Obviously, At a is a closed L® R invariant subspace of A = rm(fi; £ ® B) and the

union \JAdZ Ma = Mo- This implies (IV).
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Notice that until now we have not used any specific property of the Fourier

algebra S = AP(X). So (I), (III) and (IV) hold for any commutative regular and

Wiener algebra S and a representation R of U on 3.

The proof of (II) however will require some specific properties of AP(X) and the

above representation R.

We recall that U acts on AP(X) by translations,

(Ruf){x) = f{x + l(u))        (/ G Ap(X) Vu G Í/),

where /:[/—> X is a homomorphism. So in fact a commutative factor group

Y = l(U) acts on S. The infinitesimal operators of this representation R are

partial derivatives "along directions Y" lifted to the Lie algebra ft of U. Precisely,

we choose a system of coordinates (j/i,... ,yr) in the connected component Yn of

Y, Y0 = Tr (r = dimY) and set dvy for a partial derivative d^/dvy\ ■ ■ -d^ on

X. Smooth vectors of the representation R are functions / G AP(X) which are

m-times differentiable in variables y eYq and such that dyf E AP(X) V|i/| < m.

The m-norm of / is given by

(5.7.1) ||/IL=   £  Wyf\\Aptx),
\v\<m

Let us notice that the m-norm (5.7.1) is equivalent to a weighted ZA-norm on the

dual (discrete) group A = X, i.e., Sm is equal to another Fourier algebra AP'(X).

The weight p' on A is described as follows. We consider the annihilator subgroup

B = Yq- C A and the factor group A/B = Zr. For an element z = (zi,... ,zr) EZr

we set

Pm(z) = l+  Y^ |*"|~l + |a|m,

\v\<m

where |z| = |zi| + ■ • ■ + \zr\.

The weight function pm "pulls back" from the factor group Zr = A/B to the

whole group A. We denote by p' the product ppm. Then m-norm (5.7.1) is equiv-

alent to LL-norm.

Now let X be a compact abelian Lie group, Y C X a connected subgroup of X

and Z C Y a closed subgroup of Y. We consider the Fourier algebra S = AP(X)

with a finite weight p and a dense subalgebra Sm = AP'(X) (p' = ppm).

Let us define the following two ideals of Bm: I' = I'(Z) the minimal closed ideal

of Bm = Ap'(X) with hull Z and

(5.7.2) Z = Í(Z) = {f E Bm | dvyf E I(Z) VM < m},

where I(Z) denotes the minimal closed ideal of the algebra S = AP(X) with hull

Z. They correspond to subspaces Io(a) l~l Sm (the closure in Sm) and I(a)m in

notations of (III).

We have to prove the equality I' = I. This is done by reducing the problem to

the case of the trivial group Z = {0}, i.e., primary ideals I' and I. The argument is

similar to Theorem 4. We observe that both ideals are invariant under the "regular

representation" of the subgroup Z on X, and hence decompose into the sum of

X-primary components I'(x) Q Z(x) (x G Z).

Then we show that the equality I'(x) = I[x) ror any x is equivalent to the

equality of the "trivial" components Z'(l) = Z(l) (1 is a trivial character on Z).
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The transition from 1- to x-components is accomplished by multiplication with

a smooth nonvanishing function <f> E C°°(X), which "transforms according to x")

4>{x + z) = x(z)4>(x)   Vx G X, zEZ.

Obviously any such cp maps 3(1) onto S(x) and preserves minimal nonclosed

ideals. So cpl'(l) = Z'(x) in the algebra Sm = AP>{X).

To show the equality c/>Z(l) = Z(x) for the ideal I we use the Leibniz formula

dW) = E (l) dy'^Wf) c I = W c S>

which implies cf>I(l) C Z(x).  But the inverse function l/c/> G C°°(X) takes Z(x)

back into Z(l). So both are equal.

This reduces the problem to verification of the equality Z'(l) = Z(l). But the 1-

components Z'(l) and Z(l) are naturally identified with primary ideals at the point

{0} of the algebra Ap>(Xi) = APPrn(Xx) on the factor-group Xx = X/Z. Namely,

Z'(l) is the minimal primary ideal at {0} of AP>(XX), while Z(l) is characterized

similar to (5.7.2).

Thus we arrive at the following situation: a compact abelian Lie group X with a

closed connected subgroup Y C X, Y = Tr, acting by translations Ry on X, a pair

of Banach algebras S = AP(X) and Sm = APPrn(X) (m-smooth vectors of S with

respect to R), and a pair of primary ideals of Bm'-P — I'{0) the minimal primary

ideal at {0} and the ideal

(5.7.3)
I = {/ G Bm I {dyf) G Z(0)—the minimal primary ideal of S at {0} V|i/| < m}.

We want to show that I' = I. For this we shall use the following well-known

characterization of minimal primary ideals of Fourier algebras ^^(X) with a finite

weight p [6, §38].

Let I = 1(0) be a minimal primary ideal of AP(X) at {0}. The annihilator of

I consists of all pseudomeasures tp = X)c„d"(c>o) (¿>o is a Dirac measure at {0})

such that the inverse Fourier transform of duSo, (du6oj"(z) = (iz)v, belongs to the

space Lf(A), i.e., sup{|z"|/p(z)|z G Zfe} < co.

We decompose the dual group A = Zr©Zfc-r©F, where (Zfc-r©F) = Yx, Zr S

Y and F is finite. By definition (5.7.3) the annihilator of the ideal I C LpPrn(A)

consists of all monomials {zv+,i}, v = (vx,...,Vk), p = (pi,...,pr) with zv E

LpK3(A) and \p\ < m. But this is precisely the set of monomials which annihilate

the minimal primary ideal I' C LpPm(A). Therefore, I' = I.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3 of §3 follows from the results of this section.

Indeed, by Theorem 3 and Lemma 6 the equality I(u) = I(u) in the space

Gm(Rn;S) is equivalent to equalities Mi = Mo,i (0 < / < m) in the spaces of

sections rm_i(fi; Si(M)®B), while Theorem 4 and Lemma 7 establish the equalities

M/ = ATo,¡ under assumptions of Lemma 3.

REMARK 2. Let us note that Lemma 3 holds for any smooth action of U on

Rn (not necessarily affine, as formulated in §3).The only modification which is

required is a new definition of the "normal" bundle (A/, fi). Since there is no inner

product on Rn which is preserved by differentials du of smooth maps u: Rn —►
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R" (u G [/), we do not have an invariant orthogonal complement Na of a tangent

space Ta = Ta(U) C Rn (a G fi). However (see Example 3 of the Introduction), a

representation r(a, ■) of a stabilizer Ua is defined on Rn and the tangent space Ta

is invariant under r(a,-). By Weyl's "complete reducibility" principle it possesses

an invariant complement T'a in Rn. One easily verifies that for any u E U, the

differential du maps T'a onto T'aU. In particular the union T' = (Jaen^a and

consequently all symmetric-tensor powers Sk(T') = Uaen Sk{Ta) have a natural

structure of smooth [/-homogeneous vector bundles.

REMARK 3. A version of Whitney's Theorem proved in §5 can be posed in

a more abstract setting of Banach algebras. Let S be a Banach algebra upon

which a Lie group G acts by automorphisms. As above (5.4) we denote by R the

representation of G on S and by Rv (v = (vi,..., Vk), k = dim G) its infinitesimal

operators. Then all subspaces of m-smooth vectors Bm (m = 0,1,2,...) are also

Banach algebras.

We take a nonclosed ideal Zo C 3, whose S-closure is denoted by Z, and define

I={feBm | Ruf E I V|i/| < m}.

One can show that Z is a closed (in m-norm) ideal of Bm. An abstract form

of Whitney's Theorem is the following statement: the closure of Zo n Sm in Bm is

equal to I.

In §5 we have proved this conjecture for the Fourier algebra S = AP(X) on a

compact abelian Lie group X, when a subgroup Y C X acts on X by translations

and Zo is a minimal (nonclosed) ideal of S with hull Z eY (Lemma 7).

We have also shown how the problem for the algebra C{m(Rn, S) reduces to that

for 3. Indeed, condition (II) of Theorem 4 is exactly "Whitney's property" of 3.

It would be interesting to find other examples, which confirm or disprove this

conjecture.

6. Applications of Theorem 1.

6.1. Burnside type theorem for Banach representations of motion groups. Let

G = A » U be a motion group, i.e., a semidirect product of LCA group A and a

compact group U acting by automorphisms on A.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and [10, Theorem 2], is the following

version of the Burnside type theorem for motion groups. Let us call a Banach

representation g —> Tg of the motion group G subpolynomial if the weight p(a) =

\\Ta\\ (a E A) is subpolynomial.

THEOREM 5. If T is a subpolynomial topologically irreducible representation of

a motion group G, then T is completely irreducible and therefore [9, Theorem 1] is

Naimark- equivalent to a unitary irreducible representation of G.

Indeed, the group algebra Lp(G) has a crossed product structure Z = Z(U;A)

with a commutative regular and Wiener algebra A = Lp(A) and a compact group

[/ acting by automorphisms on A,

u:f^f(au)        (fEA,uEU).

By Theorem 1 all representations R" (u C A) are FM. Then by [10, Theorem

2] any topologically irreducible subpolynomial representation T of G is completely
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irreducible and since A is also symmetric T is Naimark-equivalent to a unitary

irreducible representation of G [9, Theorem 1].

As in [14, 10], Theorem 5 implies that in the class of subpolynomial represen-

tations of motion groups (respectively subpolynomial weights on G) all notions of

irreducibility are essentially equivalent and therefore all different dual objects of

Z = Llp(G) coincide.

COROLLARY 3. Let p be a subpolynomial weight on a motion group G, Z =

Lp(G). The following dual objects of Z are identical:

Primt Z = Primc Z = Prima Z = Prim, Z = G* = Max £.

Here Prim with a subscript denotes the space of all primitive ideals (i.e., kernels

of irreducible representations) for topological, complete, algebraic and unitary irre-

ducibility, G* is the unitary dual object of G and Max Z the space of all maximal

two sided ideals of £.

REMARK 4. In special cases the restrictions on the repesentation's growth can

be dropped. We shall mention one such class of groups: G = A X U with almost

compact abelian group A (i.e., A which coincides with the union of its compact

subgroups). Natural examples are nonarchimedean motion groups G = Fn x

SL(n, Z), where F is a nonarchimedean field, Z is the ring of integers of F.

For such groups Theorem 1 and therefore Theorem 5 and Corollary 3 hold for

any weight p on G, respectively for all Banach representations of G.

Indeed, the vector component R" = 0 in this case and any weight on A = D is

uniformly finite with m(p) = 1.

REMARK 5. Topologically irreducible representations naturally appear in the

study of one-sided ideals of Banach algebras. Indeed, every maximal closed left

(or right) ideal A/ of £ defines a topologically irreducible representation R of Z

on the quotient space C/M. The Burnside type theorem reduces the problem of

characterization of all maximal left ideals from Z to its '-primitive quotients Z/M.

For the latter the problem was solved in [14]. So Theorem 5 combined with [14]

yields a complete characterization of maximal left ideals of the group algebra Lp(G)

on a motion group G with a subpolynomial weight p.

6.2 Primary ideals of invariant subalgebras. Let a compact group U act by

automorphisms on the Banach algebra A. We consider the subalgebra Z = Au of

all [/-stable elements of A, i.e.,

Z = {/ G A | /" = / Vu G í/}.

If A = Lp(A) and U acts by automorphisms on A, then Z = Lp(A)u consists of

all [/-invariant functions on A.

These algebras retain some basic properties of A, e.g., the Wiener property,

regularity, symmetry, etc., but usually they violate Ditkin's property (cf. [24]). It

is still possible however that a weaker version of Ditkin's property, the property

(F) of the introduction, holds.

Theorem 1 yields a positive answer to this problem for group algebras Lp(A),

equivalently Fourier algebras AP(X).

Indeed, since a quotient algebra Z/I(u) (Z modulo the minimal primary ideal

of Z with the hull {u}) is identified with a subspace of [/-invariants in A/I(u),
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property (R) implies

dimZ/Z(w) = fc(l;Ziw)<co.

Thus we get the following generalization of Varopouloses' result [24].

COROLLARY 4. Let A be a LCA group and let a compact group U act by au-

tomorphisms of A. For any subpolynomial weight p on A the subalgebra Z =

ZuLp-(A) of the group algebra Lp(A) satisfies property (F). Moreover, codimen-

sions of minimal primary ideals of Z are bounded by the constant c(n, p) of Theorem

1.

More general invariant subalgebras appear in the context of so-called [FC]g-

groups. We recall their definition (for more details, see [8, 5, 18]). A pair of

a LC group G and a subgroup B of its automorphisms, which contains all inner

automorphisms 1(G), is called a [FC]ß-group if all Z?-orbits B[x] = {xu \ u E B}

are relatively compact in G.

Of course all pairs (A, U) of a LCA group A and a compact group U acting by

automorphisms of A belong to this class.

In the case of B = 1(G) we get so-called [FC]""-groups, i.e., groups with relatively

compact conjugacy classes.

The structure of their group algebras Lp(G) and harmonic analysis on them

were studied in several papers (see, for instance, [8, 15, 18]). The following two

subalgebras of Lp(G) proved to be important in this study: ZLp(G) the centre of

Lp(G) and a B-fixed subalgebra

ZBLp(G) = {fE Llp(G) | f(xu) = f(x); xeG,ueB}.

Obviously, ZLp(G) = ZI{-G^L\(G) 2 ZBLp(G). These subalgebras are always

commutative semisimple Banach algebras. In [15] a sufficient condition on the

weight p was given in order that ZBLp(G) is regular and Wiener. In [18] Ditkin's

condition and property (F) were studied. In particular, property (F) was proved

for any ß-invariant subalgebra ZBLp(G) of a Beurling group algebra Lp(G) with

a polynomial weight p, under the following two assumptions.

(1) Group G is compactly generated.

(2) B acts on G by so-called "automorphisms of bounded displacement" (see

[8])-
The second condition holds for all [FC] -groups G i.e., when B = 1(B), but

fails in general.

The results of §§2 and 3 (Theorem 1 and Lemma 1) enable us to drop both these

restrictions, i.e., to prove property (F) for any [FC]¿-group G and a B-invariant

subalgebra ZBLp(G). Of course, the polynomial growth condition must be replaced

by a "subpolynomial" condition similar to Definition 1 of §1.

To define a notion of a finite and uniformly finite weight for [FC]- groups we

need some structural results concerning this class (see [8]).

(51) Any [FC]¿-group G coincides with the union of its open compactly gener-

ated ß-invariant subgroups {Ga}a, i.e., G = limaindGQ.

(52) Any compactly generated [FC]¿-group G contains a maximal compact char-

acteristic subgroup K such that G/K is abelian (and even torsion free).

(53) Vector components {La}a of groups {Ga/Ka}a stabilize after finitely many

steps. In particular, n = sup{dim La \ a} < co.
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Now let p be a weight on G. Restricted on each compactly generated subgroup

Ga it is equivalent to a Zi-invariant weight

pa(ax) = pa(a)    Va G GQ, x G Ka.

Therefore pa factors through the weight of the commutative factor-group

Aa = Ga/Ka, pa(à) = pa(a)    (a E Ga,à = aKa).

Let us say that p is uniformly finite if all {pa}a are finite (cf. §1) and the degrees

of finiteness of {pa}a are uniformly bounded,

(6.2.1) sup{m(pQ) | a} = m < co.

If, furthermore, each pa is polynomial on the vector component of Aa we shall

call p subpolynomial.

THEOREM 6. Let G be a [FC]ß -group and p be a subpolynomial weight on

G. The B-fixed subalgebra Z = ZBLp(G) of the Beurling group algebra Llp(G)

satisfies property (F). Moreover dim Z/l(x) < c(n,p), the constant of Theorem 1,

where n = sup{dimLQ | a}.

PROOF. We consider the centre A = ZLp(G) and the B-invariant subalgebra

Z = ZBLlp(G). We also introduce algebras Aa = ZLl(Ga) and Za = ZBL1p(Gct),

according to (SI).

The embedding pa: Za —> Z defines a continuous map of Gelfand spaces, p* : Z

—► Za. Let x E Z and xa = p* (x) be its image in Za. The homomorphisms pa

take the minimal primary ideal I(xa) C Za into the minimal primary ideal Z(x) of

Z. So it factors through a homomorphism of quotient-algebras

Wa: Za/I(xa) -+ Z/I(x).

The images {Wa(Za/I(xa))}Q form a partially ordered family of subspaces in

Z/I(x) and their linear span is dense in Z/I(x). As in the proof of Theorem 1

it suffices to show that all quotients {Za/Z(xa)}a are finite dimensional and the

numbers da = dim(ZQ/Z(xQ)) are uniformly bounded,

(6.2.2) da<d   Vq.

Then the "inductive limit" argument of Proposition 3 yields dim Z/I(x) < d.

So let us assume that G is a compactly generated [FC] ¿-group. As above we

define the subalgebras A = ZL\(G) and Z = ZBLp(G).

We shall use the following results of [8, 15] concerning the structure of A =

ZLp(g):
(54) The Gelfand space X of A decomposes into the union of open disjoint subsets

{Xa}asa- Each X,\ is identified with the dual of an abelian factor-group H\/K,

where H\ is an open normal subgroup of G, and K is a compact characteristic

subgroup of G (cf. (S2)).

(55) The ideal A\ = {/ G A | supp/ C X,\} is canonically isomorphic to the

Beurling group algebra Lp(H\/K).

(56) The ideals {A\}\€a span a dense subspace in A.
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We denote by U the closure of B in the group Aut G, equipped with the compact-

open topology. The group U is known to be compact (see [8]), and it acts by

automorphisms on A,

u:f(x)^f(xu)        (fEA,uEU).

The subalgebra Z C A coincides with the set of all [/-invariants of A. Let us also

notice that the compact group U acts on the discrete space A, i.e., X" = X\* VA G

A, u E U (cf. [18]). Let u C X be an orbit of U in X. We shall prove that the
representation Ru of U on the quotient space A/I(u) is FM and the multiplicities

fc(7r; Z21") are estimated as in Theorem 1.

According to (S4) u splits into the finite union Uagw^ oi" disjoint subsets

u\ = u(~)X\, each of which is an orbit of a stabilizer U\. As in the proof of Lemma

3 (§3.4) the representation Z?0" in the quotient space A/I(u) is induced by Z?WA

acting on the space A\/I(u\).

The stabilizer U\ acts by automorphisms on H\ and consequently on the abelian

factor group H\/K. The action of U\ on X\ is dual to its action H\/K and the

representation R"x arises from this (automorphic) action. Let us also notice that

by (S5) the representation space Aa is isomorphic to the group algebra Lp(H\/K).

Thus all the assumptions of Lemma 1 (§3) are satisfied and we get

(6.2.3) fc(7r; R"x) < c(n,p)d(ic)    Vtt G Ux.

Then Proposition 7 yields the same estimate for the induced representation,

(6.2.4) k(n;R0J)<c(n,p)d(Tc).

In particular, for the trivial representation 1 G U we obtain

(6.2.5) dim Z/I(u) = fc(l; R") < c(n, p).

The right-hand part of (6.2.5), c(n,p) = m(p")d(Tm) depends only on p and the

dimension of the vector component of H\ E G (= Ga). Since dimensions of vector

components La of LCA groups Ga/Ka are bounded, na = dimLQ < n, we get the

required uniform estimates (6.2.2). The theorem is proved.

Appendix A. We shall prove Lemma 5 by induction in the degree of smooth-

ness m. For m = 0, T(fi; £ ® 3) = Do = P, by definition.

Assume that rm_1(fi; £ ® B) = Dm-i.

In order to characterize the spaces rm(fi; £ ® B) and Dm we proceed to local

coordinates of the smooth vector bundle (<?,fi). In local coordinates each section

/ G T(fi; £®B) turns into a vector-valued function /: Rfc —► B®E, where fc = dim fi

and E 3 Ea (a E fi).

By definition, / G rm(fi; £ ® B) iff / is m-smooth, i.e., / G Cm(Rfc; S ® E),

which is equivalent to

(A.l) djECm-1(Rk;B®E)

for all partial derivatives dj on Rk. On the other hand / G Pm iff Ln(f) G

Vm-i V/i G ft, which is equivalent by the inductive assumption to

(A.2) (Lhf)~ ECm-\Rk;B®E)    V/iGft.
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In order to check the equivalence of (A.l) and (A.2) we rewrite a first order

differential operator Lh on (£,fi) in local coordinates. Owing to local triviality it

has the form (5.3.8), i.e.

fc

(Lhfr(x) = J2^ih,x)djf + B(h,x)f(x),

where aj(h, •) are scalar and B(h, ■) is a Hom(Z£; Z5)-valued C°°-function.

Now let / G rm(fi; £ ® S), which by (Al) is equivalent to df f E Cm_1, j =

1,..., fc. Then of course, L^f E Cm_1 V/i G ft which by (A.2) implies / G Dm.

Thus we have proved that

Ym(Q;£®B)ÇVm-

Conversely, let f E Dm which is equivalent to

fc

(LhÎ)(x) = YJ^{hyx)d]f + B(h,x)f(x)ECm~1    VciGft
j'=i

by the inductive assumption.

Notice that any f E Vm obviously belongs to Dm-i and therefore f(x) and

B(h,x)f(x) are (m - l)-smooth. Since the coefficient B(h,x) is co-smooth we get

fc

(5.4.11) ^2a](h,x)dJfECm-1    V/iGft, f E Dm.
j=i

Let  us choose elements  (hi,...,hk)  in ft  such that  the matrix A(x)   =

(aj(hi,x))kj=x is invertible at a neighborhood of 0 G Rfc.   Applying the inverse

C°°-matrix function A(x)_1 to the right-hand side of (5.4.11) we get djf G Cm_1

Vj = 1,..., fc, which means that / G Tm(fi; £ ® B). This proves the equality

Y"(U;£®B) = Dm.
The above argument also shows the equivalence of both definitions of m-norm

(5.4.2) for rm(fi; £ ® B) and (5.4.3) for Dm.

Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 3. We want to show the isomorphism of

spaces

m

(B.l) Cm(fi; S) = Cm(Rn; S)/Z(fi; S) = 0rm-'(fi; £0,i ® B).
1=0

To each Whitney function F = (/„)|„|<m on fi we attach a tuple of r-forms

(c/>(r))£L0; cf)^ E r(£(r) ® 3), whose matrix entries are coefficients {fu},

(B.2) F-,(c6W)-0    s.t. 4>^(a;di,...,di;d2,...,d2;...) = U(a).

Each form <j>^ in its turn splits into the sum of (fc, /)-forrns according to (5.2.9),

<t>(T) =   ©  ¿M-

k+l=r

We want to show that each cf>^ is (m —r)-smooth, equivalently 4>kti is (m — k — l)-

smooth, and a tuple (c/»(r))£l0 is uniquely determined by its normal components

(*u)£o-
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Conversely, any tuple (4>o,i)iLo as above gives rise to (c/>(r))^0 and consequently

to a Whitney function F = (fv)\u\<m by (B.2).

An essential step in the proof will be the following characterization of Whitney

functions on a smooth manifold fi.

LEMMA 9.   Let fi C R" be a smooth submanifold.

(1) A tuple of continuous B-valued functions (fu)\i>\<m °n fi defines a Whitney

function F GCm(fi;S) iff:

(a) each fv E Cm"^l(fi;S) (i.e., fu is (m- \i>\)-smooth),

(b) for any tangent vector field £ G T(fi; T) the derivative of fv along £ =

]£" ajdj is given by

n

ddf") = ¿^UjU+Sj    V|i/| < m - 1,
3=1

where 6i,...,6n denote the basic multi-indices ¿>i = (1,0,..., 0); 62 = (0,1,0,...),

etc.

(2) The remainder RVF is estimated by the U^-norm of the highest order terms

[fp)\p\=m ofF, namely

i{RvF){x,a) _1 ^ _  v-   ... ..

SUP||x-a|"'-l'-i;X'ae9[ -       ¿-   H^IU-«3).
\fi\=m

with some constant C > 0, depending on fi.

In particular, the norm (5.4.5) on Cm(fi;S) is equivalent to the usual m-norm
II JT\\l II CM      — V^ Il f   II
IK \\m ~ IK llm - l^\v\<m \\Jv\\L°°-

PROOF. (1) Necessity of conditions (a) and (b) easily follows from the definition

(5.4.4) of Whitney functions after proceeding to local coordinates on fi.

Let us prove sufficiency. Notice that (5.4.4) is nothing but a "curved" version of

the Taylor expansion of a smooth function / (if fi were "plane" Taylor's theorem

would immediately imply the result). We shall modify the argument in Taylor's

theorem in such a way that geodesies on fi will play the role of straight lines in the

Euclidean case.

Let us introduce the following notations:

(1) Let j = (ji,... ,jr) be a tuple of integers 1 < jk < n (fc = 1,... ,r).

(2) Let v = v(j) = (vi • ■ • vn) be a multiindex of j, i.e., vi is the number of l's

among the integers (ji,... ,jT); v2 is the number of 2's,..., etc. (\v] = vi + v2 +

-\-vn = r).

(3) A{r) will denote a simplex ( Vinterval") A(r) = {(ii,... ,tr): 1 > h > t2 >

■ ■ ■ > tr > 0} and CM will denote the r-cube [0, l]r.

(4) If 7 = (71,... ,7n) is a family of functions of bounded variation on [0,1],

then d-y(J') (i) will denote the measure d^j1 (i 1 ) • ■ • d^jr (tr) on Q^.

Take a pair of points a, x G fi and a geodesic 7: [0, l]n —> fi with endpoints

7(0) = a; 7(1) = x. Denote by {7¿(í)}"=1 the Euclidean coordinates of 7(t).

We shall use the same procedure as in the proof of Taylor's theorem, i.e. write the

difference f(x) — f(a) as a line integral /0 (d/dt)(fo^(t)) dt. But instead of straight

line intervals, as in the classical case we shall use curves 7(f). After the first step
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of the procedure we get

f{x) = f(a) + f ±(f01)(t)dt = f(a) + ¿ f\djf) 0 7(í)^(í).
JO 1 = 1

Writing each partial derivative (djf) o -y(¿) as

(d3f)(a) + [(d]f)o1(t)-(dJf)(a)]

and applying the same procedure to the difference (djf) o 7(f) - (djf)(a) yields

/(x) = /(a) + £(cV)(a) f ^(í) + E f f\&tef)W**))*1ñfa)<hh{K
Jo „■ „• Jo  Jo

After r iterations we get an expansion

/(x)=/(a) + E(c3,/)(a)/1ci7,(i) + ---
. Jo

(B.3) 3

+     Y.    (^r/)(a)/       d^\t) + Rr(a,x)
• ,.    ., /a(--)

with the remainder

(B.4) Z?r(x,a) = £ /"     [(¿Ç/) o7(tr) - (d)f)(a)]d^\t).

j   JAM

In the rth sum of the expansion (B.3) we collect all tuples j, which correspond

to the same multiindex v, i.e. v(j) = v, and write it as

£(c?<7)(a)    £     /      d^\t).
\v\=r j:v(j)=v

Next we use the following modification of the well-known "simplex volume iden-

tity"

(B.5) £     f     d7W(i) = i[7(l)-7(0)]- = i(x-ar.
. 7-f    Za(') ^' ^!

In the classical case d^i = (x¿ — a¿) di (1 < i < n) and (B.5) amounts to evaluating

the volume of A^r'.

To show (B.5) in the general case we take any product measure dp(t) =

YYi=i dpi(U) on [0, l]r. For a permutation a E T,r denote by dp" the measure

n¿=i dpo{i)(U). Then

(B.6)      y, I w® = / w)=n^i1) - W(°))-
„JW V> ti

Let us apply (B.6) to the measure dp = d^\ Since some factors of dp are

identical now, certain permutations a will result in the same measure dp. Precisely,

we divide the interval [1,2,..., r] into n disjoint subsets of the length V\,Vi,... ,vn

and denote by £(f) the stabilizer of this partition. Then each term in the sum

is repeated exactly v\ = #{E(i/)}-times.   Moreover there is 1-1 correspondence
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between all tuples j = (ji • ■ ■ jr) s.t. u(j) — u and all cosets of £r modulo E(i/).

The left-hand side of (B.6) thus becomes v\ Y^j:V(j)=v /&<*■> d^\ while the right-

hand side is obviously n¿=i(7ji(l) ~ IjA^)) = ör=i('T*(1) ~~ 7¿(°))"*> whence the
identity (B.5) follows.

The above procedure gives another derivation of the Taylor expansion of a

smooth function / on Rn and would be of little interest as such. But now we

shall apply it to the tuple of functions F = (fv)\v\<my satisfying assumptions (a)

and (b) of Lemma 9. Notice that /„ are defined only on the submanifold fi C R",

and they are not assumed smooth.

Take /„ (]u] < m - 1) and write the line integral along 7 for the difference

/„(x) - fu{a). By assumption (b) of the lemma

.1   n
f   -   .

/V(x) - U{a)=       V U+Sj ° l{t) dij(t).
Jo    ,

Here fv+6j play the role of partial derivatives djfv, which no longer exist.

Writing fv+6j o 7(i) = fv+Sj(a) + [fu+Sj o 7(f) - fu+Sj(a)], using (B.5) and

repeating the above procedure r = m - \v\ times we get the following "Taylor series

expansion" of fu:

(B.7) fu(x) = Y -,Up{a)(x - a)» + (R»F)(x,a),

with the remainder RVF given by (B.4), i.e.

(B.8)        (R"F)(x,a) =     Y     j Jf'+vU)0^) ~ U+uU)(a)]driü)(t).
J = 0'l—Jr)

In order to estimate each summand in the right-hand side of (B.8) we choose a

small neighborhood Q of {a} in fi such that the Euclidean distance |7(i) - a| (0 <

i < 1) increases monotonically as t grows, for any geodesic 7: [0,1] —» Q, with

endpoints 7(0) = a; 7(1) = x.

Notice that there exists a constant c = c(Q), which dominates total variations

of alld7¿(í) (0<í < 1), i.e.,

d\"ii\(t) < c\xi — ai\dt,        i = l,...,n.

The constant c depends on the curvature of fi at Q.

We get the following estimate of the remainder (B.8):

I /     \Uu+u<j) ° TOO) - U+*u)(a)\ d^(t)

(B.9) < max{]f„+l/U)(y) - fv+v{j)(a)\:y E fi s.t. \y - a] < \x - a]}

x[     cZ|7^|(i) = 0(l)cr|x-a|7r!    as |x - a|-» 0.
Jai*)

Obviously, this implies for all v that

(ZrF)(x,a) = o(|x-ar-H),

i.e. the tuple F = (fv)\v\<m is a Whitney function.
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We have proved the first statement of the lemma. To prove the second notice

that (B.9) gives an estimate of the "extra term" of || • H^-norm (5.4.5) in terms

of "highest order derivatives" {fp.}\p,\=m of the tuple F. Indeed, for any compact

Q C fi there exists a constant c = c(Q) such that (B.9) holds for all a,x E Q. Then

/ \R„F(x,a)[ \       rnr
sup j , m_H:Vx,aG Q> <c — 2 max{ 11/^11 Loc(Q): \p\ = m}

(r = m - \u\).

Of course, HFH^ q < C'||F||miQ which completes the proof of the lemma.

After Lemma 9 we can give a similar characterization of forms (c/>(r))JJL0 which

correspond to a Whitney function F = (fu)\v\<m under the monomorphism (B.l).

Given a vector field n = J^i aidi E Cm(fi;Cn) (m > 1) and a tangent field

£ G T(fi; T) we denote by V^(r/) the vector field ^™ c9j(q¿)c5¿ (a covariant derivative

of n along £) and by V'^), Ví(r¡) the tangential and normal components of V^(/;).

COROLLARY 4. A tuple F = (fv)\v\<m of continuous S -valued functions fv E

C(fi; S) is a Whitney function if and only if:
(a)' Each c/>(r' is (m - r)-smooth (0 < r < m) i.e.,

^(r) errn-r(fi;e?(r)®S).

(b)' For any tangent field £ EY°°(n,T) and a tuple (£i, ■••,&•) C C°°(fi;Rn),

(B.10)
r

Vi[^(6,.--,^)]=0(r + 1)U,ei,.-.,Çr) + E^'')(6,...,Vi(^),...,Cr).
¿=1

Notice that the difference

v^(r^,...,£r)j-£^i,---,v(ç;i),...,6.)
i

is by definition a covariant derivative Vc[0'r']  "lifted" to r-forms.   Hence (B.10)

can also be written as

(an) v¿4>ir)](---) = <l>{r+1)((,-■■)  veGr°°(fi,T).

Condition (a') is obviously equivalent to (a) of Lemma 9.

To check the equivalence of (b) and (b') we decompose vector fields £i,..., £r

into linear combinations

n

(, = Ea'A-        a^GC^fi),    t = l,2,...,r.
i

Then apply c¡>^ to the tuple (fi,..., £r),

(B.12) 0(r)(6,..-,6)=    Y   ̂ (Ji-3r)(z)<*l3\---<*r3r.
Jl-ir

Differentiating (B.12) along £ and rearranging the terms one easily shows that

(b) implies (b').

Conversely, let a collection of forms (c/>(r))£L0 satisfy (a') and (b'). Take a tuple of

basic vector fields (dx,..., dx, d2,..., d2,..., dn,..., dn) (ux times "¿>i"; v2 times
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ud2", etc.) and substitute for £i,...,£r in (b'). Then by the definition of c¡Ár\

(B.2),
n

¿M/V) = <P{r+1)(^di,... ,a«) = J]a¿/,+¿i,
¿=1

where £ = J^i £*¿d¿. This proves Corollary 4. After Corollary 4 we can complete

the proof of Theorem 3.

For this we shall rewrite conditions (a') and (b') of Corollary 4 for (fc, /^-compo-

nents of 4>^ = ^2k+i=r4>k,i.

Recall that 4>kj is obtained by restriction of c/Ar) onto the set of all tuples of

fc-tangent fields fi,...,£fc C T(fi; T) and /-normal fields £fc+i---£r G T(fi;A/).
Decompose Vj(f¿) into the sum of a tangent field V'^ (£¿) and a normal field V'^i)

and substitute in (B.ll). We get

r

vc[^,í(6,--.,er)]=^fc+i,iU,6,---,er)+E^íí(ei,..-,v,£(^)---er)
(B.13) r l=1

+ÈMei,-,v^o-Cr).
¿=i

For 1 < i < fc the ith term in the second sum of (B.13) represents a certain

(fc — 1,/ + l)-form depending on cf>kti, while for fc + 1 < i < r the ith term in the

first sum represents a (fc + 1, / — l)-form depending on tj>k>i.

Formula (B.13) expresses a (fc + l,/)-component of the tuple (cj>k,i)k-Ti<m corre-

sponding to a Whitney function F = (/i,)|„|<m in terms of 4>k,i- Hence the whole tu-

ple (<fik,i)k+i<m is uniquely determined by (m + 1) its normal components {4>o,i}fLo

which by (a') can be chosen independently in the spaces c/>o,¡ G rm_i(fi; £b,¡ ® S).

This proves the first statement of Theorem 3 and also the equivalence of norms on

the space of Whitney functions, ]]F\\'m ~ ||F||m.

Now we want to show that the isomorphism (B.l) is topological, i.e., the m-

norm (5.4.5) on the space of Whitney functions Cm(fi; 3) is equivalent to the sum

of (m — Z)-norms (5.3.4) on the spaces of sections Tm~l(Q; £i® B).

We consider a Whitney function F = (/i,)|„|<m and a tuple of forms c/>(r) G

rm_r(fi; £(r*> ® B) (r = 0,1,..., m), which corresponds to F according to Theorem

3.
In one direction the inequality between norms is easy. Indeed, a coefficient /„

is the "value" of a multilinear form <j>^ on the tuple of basic vector fields di (in-

times), d2 (i^-times) etc. (|i/| = r), (B.2). So we get

II/Jl- = U{r)(x;di,di,...,dn)\\Loo < U^hoo.

Hence

m   / 1 \ m

\]F\]m= Y iimu-<£ [ t+1   ii*(r)iu-^cEii*(r,iir<—'■
\u\<m r=0 V / r=0

To prove the inverse inequality we need explicit formulas for the action of in-

finitesimal operators Lh (h E ft) on sections cMr> G rm~r(fi; £ W ® B). Note that
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the bundle £^ = 5r(Rn) is trivial. Therefore infinitesimal operators Lh (h G ft)

have the form (5.3.8), i.e.,

(B.14) Lh</>^=dííh)<t>^+B{h,-)^rl

Regarding (¡>^ as a multilinear form we write the first term of (B.14) as

r

(dîih)^r))(m,---,Vr) = dî(k0rHvi,---yVr)}-Y<l>(r)^-^dvi)---)
1

Vr/i,..., r\r E C°°(fi; R"), which by Corollary 4(b') is equal to

4>ir+1)m),Vu---,Vr).

Obviously,

\\d/:{h)<t>{r)\\L°°<c\]4>(r+V\\L~

with some constant c depending only on h.

The second term of (B.14) is estimated in a similar way,

\\B(h,^rHL~ <\\B(h,-)\\L~\\<l>M\\L~.

Hence

||Wr)IU-<c'(||^(r+1)l|L- +llalli»).
Iterating the latter inequality fc times (fc < m - r) we get

fc

\\Lhl ■ ■ ■ Lhk<t>{r) IU- < cYH(T+i) IU~    Ven,..., /ife G ft
1=0

with some constant c depending on (hi,..., hk).

The Z/°°-norm of each cp^ is estimated by the L°°-norms of its coefficients (B.2)

«¿(r)iiL~ < Y ii/-ii^-

\v\=r

Thus we get

m

Eii*(r,iir<—> = £  Y  H^(r,IU-
r=0 r    \u\<m — r

<C Y  II/mII = C\W\\m-   Q-E.D.
|/i|<m
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